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Abstract 
Porous air bearings enjoy some important advantages over conventional air 
bearing types such as increased load carrying capacity, higher stiffness and 
improved damping. However, these types of bearings have yet to find 
widespread acceptance due to problems with obtaining materials with 
consistent permeability, instability issues relating to the volume of gas trapped 
at the bearing surface in the pores, and manufacturing the bearing without 
altering the permeability. 
Using a series of fine grades of alumina powder to minimise surface pore 
volume it has been demonstrated that it is possible to consistently and 
reproducibly manufacture porous bearings by injection moulding and slip 
casting. The relationship between powder size, processing conditions, porosity, 
mechanical properties and fluid flow characteristics were experimentally 
determined. The temperature of processing and the green density were found 
to be the controlling parameters in the resulting fluid flow properties for a 
given powder size, 
Test bearings were produced from the range of processing conditions 
investigated. It was found that the fine powder size bearings were stable over 
the entire range of test conditions irrespective of their initial manufacturing 
route. The most important consideration for the bearing performance was the 
quality of manufacture. The bearings were found to be sensitive to the flatness 
of their working surface and quality of fit in their test holder. 
The bearings were compared with published theories for load capacity and 
stiffness. A reasonable agreement was found with load carrying capacity once a 
correction for surface roughness was incorporated. Stiffness predictions 
provided a useful tool for the analysis and prediction of properties such as 
optimum values of permeability for a given geometry, if certain allowances are 
made. 
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I Introduction 
Background 
The theory and proper understanding of bearings is of fundamental importance 
in the design of any system that contains rotating or moving parts. Virtually 
every mechanical man-made device contains rotating elements, from the wheel 
on a supermarket trolley to the shaft of a truck's turbo charger, and in every 
case the selection of the correct materials and careful design are required to 
ensure the component meets its design life. 
The choice of bearing system is ever increasing, with new innovations 
constantly appearing and already established ones being improved upon. As 
the choice of candidate materials increases and the level of understanding of the 
bearing mechanisms improve, the range of systems available to the designer is 
also widened. 
Currently bearing techniques can be divided into two broad categories; contact 
and non-contact. Examples of contacting bearings are rolling element bearings, 
such as ball and roller bearings commonly used for supporting rotating axles or 
driveshafts. These are available in a wide variety of sizes, materials, and are 
suitable for a great number of applications. They have enjoyed several centuries 
of development, and while they remain the mainstay of the bearing world, and 
indeed will remain so for some considerable time, they do posses certain 
limitations that constrain their function in certain applications. 
Despite the use of modern production techniques it is still very difficult to 
produce a rolling element bearing that is perfectly smooth. Problems arise due 
to slight errors in the roundness of rollers, or changes in the curvature of ball 
bearings. Likewise, the tracks that they run in will always carry some error in 
their curvature. The result being that these imperfections in roundness, which 
can cause vibration and imbalance, are carried over to the shaft that they are 
supporting. For applications that require a great deal of precision, such errors 
can constrain the usefulness of the machine. 
There is also a physical limit to which such a bearing can be made to rotate. The 
faster the bearing rotates the greater speed that the elements move over the 
surface of the cage. This naturally increases wear, limiting their useful life. As 
the elements and cages are of appreciable mass, they are also subject to 
centrifugal forces during operation. As the centrifugal force is proportional to 
the rotating mass it can be seen that rotational speeds will be limited. With a 
general requirement of lubrication, an additional constraint is applied. Many 
high precision uses for bearings require clean operation, which is compromised 
through contamination from grease and oil. 
Non-contact bearings on the other hand, as the name suggests, are bearings in 
which no physical contact is made between the bearing surfaces. Magnetic and 
fluid film bearings are examples of this. These are a relatively new technology. 0.11, 
with the bulk of the development having taken place within the last sixty years. 
Due to their unique modeof operation, non-contact bearings have successfully 
carved an important, and expanding, niche in the market. 
Non-contact bearings offer certain advantages over conventional rolling 
element type bearings due to their nature. This makes them the ideal solution to 
certain problems that would otherwise be prohibitively expensive, if at all 
possible, to overcome. Due to their non-contacting nature, surface irregularities 
tend to be evened out, leading to lower vibrations and errors in precision 
applications. Damping performance is improved. For gas and magnetic 
bearings, true cleanroom capability can be achieved due to the total absence of a 
lubricant. In addition,, no wear takes place,, thus giving effectively an infinite 
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life. With gas and magnetic bearings, rotational speeds can also be increased 
due to their very low friction, and low rotating mass. 
1.2 Gas Bearings 
Gas bearings are a particular subset of fluid film bearings, and consist of a 
further two categories; aerostatic and aerodynamic. The latter depend on the 
relative motion of the bearing surfaces to locally increase the pressure through 
aerodynamic lift in the bearing gap, in order to separate the surfaces and 
provide a gas lubricating film. The former utilises an external power source to 
compress the gas that provides the lift in the gap. These are not exclusive sets, 
as aerostatic bearings may also have profiles machined into the surface that aim 
to provide aerodynamic effects, creating hybrid bearings with the goal of 
improving the bearing performance. 
Air bearings posses several advantages that make them particularly attractive 
to designers of precision and high-speed systems. As the demand for increasing 
accuracy in both manufacture and measurement continues, externally 
pressurised bearings offer the following advantages: 
9 Zero starting friction and very low running friction due to the low viscosity 
of air 
" Absence of wear as the bearing is of a non-contacting nature 
" Minimum heat generation regardless of speed of operation 
" The surface averaging effect resulting from their non contact nature can help 
reduce the need for high precision in their manufacture and, also for thrust 
bearings, compensates for small errors in the flatness of the counterface 
upon which they act 
As the viscosity of air alters only slightly with temperature, their 
performance is only marginally affected by changes in the ambient 
environment 
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* In a well designed and manufactured system they offer freedom from 
vibration that can occur in conventional rolling element bearings 
" Due to the low viscosity of air, it is possible to run at very high speeds 
" They lend themselves ideally to applications where cleanliness is vital, due 
to the lack of contamination from the lubricant 
These advantages have led to the use of air bearings in applications as diverse 
as from high speed drilling spindles to co-ordinate measuring machines, and 
from gyroscopes to high precision diamond turning and grinding machines 1,2, 
3,4. Their properties cannot be overstated, the precision now available and 
advances that have occurred due to their availability impact greatly upon 
everyday life. 
However, air bearings do posses certain limitations. Examples of this are due to 
their relatively low stiffness and load carrying capacity. In addition, due to the 
operating fluid being a compressible gas, it is possible for them to experience a 
self-exciting vibration called air hammer, which can be sufficiently damaging as 
to destroy the bearing. 
It is with these limitations in mind that the concept of porous bearings was 
conceived. Many of the limitations of conventional air bearings could be 
overcome, or sufficiently improved upon, by the utilisation of a porous pad 
instead of the discreet orifices which supply the compressed gas that the 
traditional air bearings require. As the gas is now supplied more evenly across 
the surface of the bearing, the load carrying capacity, stiffness, and stability all 
benefit. This concept also brought in new problems, mainly how to overcome 
manufacturing problems and produce consistent bearings. 
It is due to these advantages described above, and a desire to overcome the 
current operational limitations, that this research is aimed. The specific aim of 
this research programme is to establish manufacturing routes that will enable 
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the consistent production of porous ceramic bearings that exhibit uniform 
performance. The performance and potential of these bearings will be 
highlighted by comparisons with published theories on bearing performance, 
complimented by a series of physical tests. 
1.2.1 Aims of Present Work 
Porous bearings have been successfully demonstrated in many applications and 
the previous work in the field of porous ceramic bearings has shown significant 
advantages in performance through the correct selection of materials and 
processing conditions 5. However, in common with its more conventional 
porous cousins, it fails in one important respect, that of simplicity of 
construction. 
Owing to the complicated nature of the manufacturing process required for the 
two layered porous ceramic air bearing, it was considered necessary to 
investigate simpler, more reliable, and more cost effective, routes of fabrication. 
Slip casting, injection moulding, and a hybrid two-layer technique were 
identified as potential candidates. A test programme was devised that involved 
the production of test bearings by each of these methods. Their mechanical, 
fluid flow and bearing performance properties were quantified and compared 
to published performance theories and data. 
To this end, the main objectives of this current research programme are- 
* Produce porous ceramic bearings by slip casting, injection moulding, and 
two layer techniques consisting of a variety of powder sizes. 
Determine fluid flow characteristics, particularly the permeability of 
different bearings produced by different routes. 
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* Evaluate bearing performance in terms of load carrying capacity and 
stiffness 
* Compare the performance of the bearings manufactured by the different 
routes 
* Determine the optimum processing route and conditions for bearing 
performance. 
Compare actual bearing performance with published bearing performance 
theory. 
As this work follows from the foundations laid by previous research at 
Cranfield University (reference 5), a brief resume of this work is included in 
Appendix H. 
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2 Historical Development of Bearing Systems 
Bearings have been around as long as man has had the need to transport items 
that were otherwise difficult to move by hand. Starting from the earliest 
recorded civilisations, great loads have been successfully moved, often 
hundreds of miles from their points of origin, to their final resting-place. A 
classic example within the UK is Stonehenge, an ancient structure comprising 
great stone monoliths, whose sarsens weigh up to 26 tons. Originally quarried 
from the Prescelly Mountains in Pembrokeshire in approximately 2500-260OBC, 
they were laid to rest in Salisbury Plain some 100 miles away. The pyramids in 
Egypt and various countries in South America are others, with stone blocks 
used to form massive tombs and temples, again often carried some distance to 
be used. 
Typically the early bearing system for moving these loads consisted of a simple 
roller arrangement; large smooth logs were placed under the load allowing 
relatively easy movement of the blocks. This system, although usefull was 
basically flawed. As the load moved forwards, it did so faster than the rollers, 
necessitating their removal from behind the load and subsequent placing at the 
front again. From this the next stage was to attach the roller to the object to be 
moved by constructing a solid axle from the roller and mounting a table over 
the top, simplifying the movement. However, this type of arrangement tends to 
suffer from erratic movement over rough ground and a change to large 
diameter rollers at the ends of a separate axle likely followed. Finally, wheels 
fixed to a stationary axle were developed; a method that has proved so 
successful that it is still used widely todaV 6. 
The earliest recording of large diameter discs fitted to an axle is attributed to the 
Egyptian Fifth Dynasty, approximately 3000 B. C., upon which a scaling ladder 
was mounted. Reference is also made to chariot wheels in the Old Testament, 
when the Israelites crossed the Red Sea, and remains of such wheels were 
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uncovered when the tomb of Tutankhamen was excavated in 1922. Further 
development of bearing systems and their applications are recorded into the 
start of the first millennium from various sources around the eastern 
Mediterranean countries. The trail then goes cold until the Middle Ages when 
Leonardo da Vinci turned his attention to a study of rolling friction6 
The first publication on rolling friction was by the French physicist, Coulomb. 
Although better known for his work in the field of electricity, he never the less 
found time to enunciate a series of laws relating to the friction of dry surfaces 
moving relative to each other at low speeds and pressures 7. His laws were 
universally accepted and built upon by many researchers, including Reynolds, 
and several others in the then new and emerging field of railway wheels 8,9,10. It 
was not until the work by Dupuit that errors in his postulations were noticed, 
but at first disbelieved ". It was only when Dupuit repeated his findings on his 
detractors' equipment that he was finally taken seriously. A comprehensive set 
of rolling friction reviews can be found by Hersey et al 12,13,14,15. Since that time 
development of bearing systems has increased exponentially, not only in their 
type, material choice, complexity, but also the number of applications. 
2.1 Materials 
From the earliest days it has been apparent that some materials were preferable 
to others for bearing applications. At first the development was limited by the 
availability of different types of materials, and for a long time after, by the 
understanding of the material properties. 
Initially, use was made of what was available locally, with wood being almost 
universally available. This led to the development of various rollers and wheel 
systems, as mentioned previously, and it was some time before the use of 
different materials and improved designs appeared. 
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After wooden rollers, stone seems to have been the next development. 
Vitruvius Pollio in circa 100 B. C. wrote of the use of cylindrical stone blocks 
with iron pins fitted to their ends, held in a wooden frame with bearings for the 
pins, being used to transport the large pillars that form part of the temple of 
Artemis. The first recorded use of a thrust bearing utilising spherical bearings 
dates from circa A. D. 12-41, when a system was developed that used bronze 
balls rotating in a track between two wooden plates, likely for the display of 
ornamental statues. The use of cast iron was not recorded until 1520, when it is 
thought that cast iron balls were placed under large artillery pieces to facilitate 
their ease of movement. In Gibraltar troughs were laid on each side of the road 
into which cannon balls were placed, allowing large pieces of ordnance to be 
moved6. 
During use, the surface of a rolling element bearing is subjected to stresses of 
great intensity,, causing compression., tension, flexure, sliding and local heating. 
In order to allow the bearing industry to develop, improved materials with 
more desirable mechanical properties were developed. A big step forward 
occurred in the early years of the 1900"s, with the advent of case hardened 
steels. 
Case hardening steels are hypoeutectiod with a structure comprising of small 
areas of pearlite and large ferrite crystals. Due to their carbon deficiency, they 
are not capable of being hardened directly, and require carburisation during 
heating to allow the formation of a eutectiod or hypereutectiod zone. This is 
achieved by heating in close proximity to a carbonaceous material; carbon is 
absorbed into the surface of the steel, and a hard and wear resistant eutectiod or 
hypereutectiod region is formed. 
However, this process is difficult to control accurately, and has many pitfalls. 
Firstly, slag inclusions are not confined to the core, and the bond between the 
slag inclusions and the hardened skin is usually weak, allowing it to be 
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relatively easily removed. The resulting hole soon grows as the edges of the 
hole weaken and crumble, leading to the destruction of the bearing. 
The main parameters controlling the carburisation process are the nature and 
condition of the carburising material, the temperature and chemical 
composition of the steel, as well as the time spent at temperature. Also, the 
carburising material can contain impurities that form agglomerates on the 
surface of the steel, thus locally preventing the absorption of carbon and 
causing soft spots. Depending on the conditions used to form the case hardened 
structure, a sudden change in microstructure between the hypoeutectic skin 
and the eutectic core leads to a plane of weakness. Finally, excess carbon causes 
cementite to form preferentially along the grain boundaries, leading to crack 
nucleation sites. As can be seen, case hardening steels are somewhat of a 
capricious material. In order to overcome these disadvantages, various chrome 
steels have been developed. These contain about 1.0% carbon and around 1.5% 
chromium, and can be heat-treated directly. With the use of high quality 
ingredients and good process control these steels proved extremely useful. 
However, these steels are still vulnerable to the effects of corrosion from 
moisture and other corrosive environments. Initially hard bronze was used, but 
with a hardness no higher than 200 Brinell the bearings were required to be 
excessively large to cope with the loads. Bearing manufacturers turned their 
attention to stainless steels, and despite initial disappointment in their 
performance, after considerable development they are now readily available in 
such grades as AISI 440C 6,16,17,18. There now exist a great number of different 
types of rolling element bearings along with a concurrent amount of 
applications. 
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2.2 Introduction to Fluid Film Bearings 
, he fundamentals of fluid film bearings can be traced to three men who within 
a few years of each other, discovered and formulated the mechanism of 
ity-drodynamic lubrication and laid its foundation as a branch of engineering 
science. 
These were the Russian Petrov, and two Britons, Tower and Reynolds. These 
three men perceived the process of lubrication as being due not to the 
mechanical interaction between the bearing surfaces, but to the dynamics of the 
film separating them. This fundamental aspect of hydrodynamic lubrication led 
to the establishment of theoretical and experimental foundations within three 
brief years. 
Petrov postulated two important concepts with regard to hydrodynamic 
lubrication. Firstly, that the viscosity of the fluid is the important property 
when determining friction, and not density, and secondly, that friction in a 
bearing is the result of shearing of the fluid, and not the interaction of the two 
surfaces 19. 
2.3 Hydrostatic Bearings 
The potential of new developments in bearing technology have not always been L..; w 
immediately recognised. The work on hydrostatic lubrication by Beauchamp 
Tower in 1885 that led to the fundamental work on the subject by Osborne 
Reynolds the following year was met with some derision from certain quarters, 
as the following extract from 7he Engineer illustrates. 
"'I anticipated that Mr. Towers researches would have had some practical value; 
but as far as I can see they might just as well never been undertaken. 
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action is converted to heat. This heating of the working fluid is the major 
limitation to the application of oil hydrostatic bearings. 
This heat source has several unfortunate consequences, the heating causes 
thermal expansion of the machine, the energy that goes into heating the oil is 
wasted, and finally the excess heat in the oil then requires removal. 
Thermal growth effects the accuracy of the machine, the heat from the shearing 
action taking place in the oil as it passes through the bearing, is conducted 
through the structure, causing it to distort. For very high and ultra precision 
applications these distortions can lead to appreciable errors on the work piece, 
which require complicated control and measurement techniques to overcome. 
In addition, this heat energy represents a loss in the system in terms of energy, 
as it performs no useful work. Larger pumps are then required to provide 
enough energy so that when these losses are taken into account there is still 
sufficient energy to power the machine effectively. These larger pumps in turn 
require more energy to operate, thus making the operation of the machine more 
expensive, as well as adding to the capital required to purchase the machine 
initially. If the heating effect is sufficiently large, chillers must be added into the 
system to cool the oil before it is pumped around again. Once again the energy 
requirements and capital outlay of the machine increase. 
The faster that the bearing has to operate, the greater this heating effect as the 
faster the oil is sheared. It can be seen therefore, that there exists a limit beyond 
which oil hydrostatic bearings cannot realistically be used. 
2.4 Water Hydrostatic Bearings 
One potential solution to the limitations imposed by the use of oil as the 
working medium is to switch to water. Water, like oil, can be considered 
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incompressible under normal working pressures and temperatures, but because 
it possesses a much lower viscosity than that of a typical hydraulic oil, it 
produces much less heat when sheared through a hydrostatic bearing. Another 
major advantage is that it also possesses a greater specific heat capacity, which 
means that it requires a greater amount of heat energy to raise the temperature 
relative to that of oil. Thus it is simple to see that a system capable of greater 
speeds with lower energy requirements should be possible. Another positive 
aspect is that water is environmentally much safer than oil in the event of 
leakage, a seeming inevitability with hydraulic machinery. These advantages 
have led to much research work into the use of water as a working fluid. Work 
at Cranfield University has demonstrated the application of water in grinding 
machines, and much progress has been made in the characterisation of porous 
ceramic bearing systems utilising water as the working fluid22. 
A series of experimental journal bearings of 50mm internal diameter by 50mm 
long have been investigated for use in high-speed precision grinding machines 
for automotive applications. A highly instrumented test rig was specifically 
developed for their investigation and the research resulted in a bearing with 
greater stiffness, higher operating speed, and lower energy consumption than a 
conventional oil hydrostatic bearing. The optimum processing conditions were 
established for the correct permeability using a capsule free HIP method, which 
was also demonstrated as being consistent. 
2.5 Air Bearings 
As mentioned in section 1.1, air bearings fall into two broad categories, 
aerostatic and aerodynamic. The fundamental difference between these two 
types of gas bearings is due to the nature of the pressurised gas in the bearing 
gap. Aerodynamic bearings utilise lift generated from their relative motion over 
a counterface, and for this reason they are also known as self-acting bearings. 
The pressure is generated by viscous shearing of the lubricant as gas is dragged 
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into the bearing gap between converging faces. The aerostatic bearings use 
pressurised gas supplied from an external source, such as from a compressor. It 
is fed to the bearing gap via a fine hole, or series of holes in the bearing f ace, 
and lift is produced from the resulting pressure in the gap acting on the bearing 
face. In addition, there have been attempts to marry the advantages of these 
two types in the creation of hybrid bearings. A smaller third set is also worth 
mentioning for completeness, that of squeeze film bearings. These operate by 
vibratory oscillations of either the bearing face or the counterface, caused for 
example by piezo-electric devices. The resulting pressure variations in the gap 
cause lift to be generated. 
Thus it can be seen that air bearings posses several desirable properties that 
make them suited to applications where high-speed operation or high precision 
are requirements. 
The principles of operation of an aerostatic bearing can be explained with the 
aid of figure 1. 
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Figure 1 Principles of aerostatic air bearing operation. 
Figure 1 above illustrates the principle components of a circular conventional 
aerostatic bearing with a central supply orifice. The main parts are; the bearing 
itself, which provides the final path through which the gas must pass in order 
to enter the bearing gap, and also the face that the resultant force acts on to 
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provide thrust, and the bearing holder which serves two functions. Firstly, it 
serves to seal the bearing in a gas tight surround so that the pressurised supply 
gas must pass through the bearing, and secondly it provides the mechanical 
linkage to the machine to which the bearing is attached. 
The corresponding pressure distribution under the bearing is also illustrated. 
Here we see that gas is supplied at a pressure Ps, and is reduced to pressure P1 
directly under the orifice in the bearing face. This pressure traits off towards the 
edge of the bearing to atmospheric pressure Po. It is the net result of this 
pressure acting on the bearing face area that produces the lifting force. 
As can be seen from the above simple illustration, the pressure in the bearing 
gap below the central feed hole is lower than the gas supply pressure. This is 
due to a restriction being placed in the gas path to restrict the flow of gas 
through the bearing. 'This simple technique allows the bearing to respond to 
external loads without touching the bearing counterface surface. Should the 
load on the bearing be increased, the bearing would tend to sink towards the 
counterface. If no restriction were in place, the pressure in the gap would be the 
same as the supply pressure, meaning that the bearing was operating at its 
maximum capacity, and would have no spare capacity to counter any increased 
load. 
However, this restriction effectively means that the bearing possesses the ability 
to work at higher loadings as the gap pressure can increase up to the same 
value as the supply pressure. This happens due to the increased load leading to 
a reduction in the bearing gap, which in turn makes it more difficult for the gas 
to escape through the bearing and out of the bearing gap. This reduces the flow 
rate, and hence increases the pressure. 
Compensation describes the technique the bearing uses to regulate the flow of 
gas between the pressurised air supply and the film under the bearing. There 
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are four basic types of compensation, orifice, capillary, porous plug, and 
inherently compensated bearings. These are illustrated in figure 2 below. 
71 
Figure 2. Different types of compensation, A) orifice, B) capillary, C) porous 
plug, D) inherent 
The first three types of compensation infer that the restriction is placed between 
the bearing and the gas supply source. Inherently compensated bearings restrict 
the flow of gas at the surface of the bearing, and have the advantage of being, in 
general terms, the most stable of the four types 23. However, the load carrying 
capacity of these bearings are below that available from other designs. 
The stability of capillary compensated bearings is the lowest of the four types, 
while porous plug and orifice bearings tend to be somewhere in between23. 
Pocketed compensation can give greater stiffness than inherently compensated 
bearings, by a factor of up to 1.5. However, the process of inserting the restrictor 
into the bearing can distort the size and shape of the orifice, leading to 
inconsistent performance from nominally identical bearings 24. This increase in 
stiffness can be attributed to the fact that the throat area is independent of the 
local bearing gap25 
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A further development in compensation is the use of a compliant orifice. In this 
case the orifice itself is made from a flexible material which changes shape 
according to the pressure fluctuations in the bearing film. These pressure 
changes deform the orifice thus altering the degree of restriction and thus the 
flow of gas. This technique allows a degree of feedback in the system, and can 
be used to introduce damping into the system. A variation on this theme is the 
compliant surface bearing. In this case a deformable layer is placed on the 
surface of the bearing, and the flow of gas is changed due to the deformation of 
the surface23. 
2.5.1 PROBLEMS WITH INSTABILITY 
Perhaps the greatest disadvantage in the use of gas as a working lubricant is the 
possibility of instability due to the compressibility of the medium. Careful 
design of the bearing system is required, along with a good knowledge of the 
working conditions that the bearing must endure, to take into account the 
normal loading and any transient conditions that would otherwise lead to 
failure of the bearing. 
When a change occurs in the bearing gap, such as when the load carried by the 
bearing is altered, gas must either enter the gap or leave from it in order to 
maintain equilibrium. As the bearing gap has an appreciable volume, this 
process takes a finite amount of time, and lags behind the load. Depending on 
the nature of the load change, frequency, magnitude, etc., this lag can set up a 
self-exciting oscillation that can cause the bearing to strike the counterface if 
allowed to continue unchecked. 
Although designed for non-contact operation, it is conceivable that under 
certain extreme conditions, touchdown may occur. In this case, and in the case 
of stop/start operation with aerodynamic bearings, a degree of wear resistance 
is useful. Research into improving the sliding wear resistance of alumina 
includes such techniques as heat-treatment, neutron irradiation, gold plating, 
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and coating the surface of the alumina by a chemical vapour deposition 
technique, as well as machining techniques. 
Rowe 26made a comprehensive investigation into these parameters, and the 
effect of the sliding wear resistance of alumina against both ruby and sapphire 
counterfaces. He concluded that neutron irradiation at 5x1O17nvt and vapour 
deposition of aluminium oxide onto the surface of the alumina both served to 
increase the wear resistance under a range of loads and sliding times. Further, it 
was revealed that many factors simultaneously effect the wear properties of the 
alumina, and it is control of all of the properties of the material, porosity, grain 
size, hardness, and the machining techniques, that contribute to the behaviour 
of the bearing with regard to attritive wear. Further work on contact between 
journal bearings and shafts at high speed has shown alumina to be beneficial to 
wear resistance 27. It seems therefore that the designer must take into account 
not only the operating conditions, but also the processing of the materials, if the 
bearing is to be successful. 
2.5.2 TYPES OF AIR BEARINGS 
In common with the wide variety of hydrostatic bearings mentioned earlier, 
there exists a number of diverse types and applications of air bearings. A 
selection are shown in figure 3. 
-77: 
Figure 3 General types of air bearings, A) cylindrical journals with annular 
thrust bearings, B) conical journal bearings, C) Yates bearing, D) hemispherical 
journals (from 28) 
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The simplest is the thrust bearing. This type provides thrust solely, and can be 
externally pressurised, self-acting, or hybrid of the two and they are normally 
of circular or rectangular plan, see figure 4. In the case of external 
pressurisation, gas is fed to the surface via holes through the bearing. The 
simplest bearing has a single feed hole in the centre of the bearing, though 
bearings with multiple air entrances, slots, and grooves are common. Care must 
be taken when including features such as slots and pockets to ensure that the 
volume of these does not exceed 1/40t" of the volume of the bearing gap to 
ensure stable vibration free performance. 
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Figure 4. Types of thrust bearings, A) rectangular with single feed hole, B) 
circular with single feed hole, C) rectangular with multiple feed holes, D) 
circular with multiple feed holes and grooves 
A wide variety of journal bearings have also been developed to exploit the 
advantages available through the use of gas as the lubricant. Plain journals give 
the greatest load capacity, however they are also the most prone to instabilities 
due to dynamic effects. These can be overcome to some degree by the use of 
modifications to the surface, either of the bearing or the shaft. Axial grooves 
were first investigated to provide a sinl< for pressure accumulation during 
rotation which leads to self-exited whirl. These increase the film damping 
effects of the gas leading to increased stability, and in addition act as a location 
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for any deposit of debris that otherwise could built up and clog the bearing 
film. 
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Figure 5 Tilting pad air bearing (froyn 29 
An alternative to the use of a solid journal bearing is the use of a series of tilting 
pads around the circumference of the shaft. These display greater high speed 
whirl stability and are inherently self-aligning. However, the ability of the pads 
to move introduce additional degrees of freedom, such as pitch, yaw, and roll, 
which complicate the analysis and design of the bearing system. Nevertheless, a 
great number of high speed bearing were developed for a variety of 
applications from cryogenic pumps to high temperature gas circulators in 
nuclear plantS29 
Hybrid bearings combine the advantages found in externally pressurised and 
self-acting bearings. These bearings are externally pressurised, but also benefit 
from aerodynamic effects during rotation that arise from careful design of 
aerodynamic features either on the shaft or the bearing. These bearings posses 
the ability to stop without touchdown, as well as improved stability during 
high-speed operation23. 
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Foil bearings are another alternative journal type. These are, as the name 
suggests, formed by the use of a strip of foil upon which the shaft bears. This is 
the type commonly employed in the recording of magnetic media on tape. The 
foil can be formed from any flexible material, such as a plastic strip or thin 
metallic foil, and the pressure produced during the relative motion of the shaft 
and the foil is sufficient to generate enough lift to separate the two surfaces. 
This pressure is counteracted by the resulting tension in the foil. In the tape 
recording application the shaft is the read/write head, and is held stationary 
while the tape moves past 23,29. A further development of this idea was the 
application of foil bearings in the high-speed idlers that support the passage of 
the tape using porous media as the roller. Compressed gas was supplied to the 
inside of the roller mechanism, which vented through the walls of the roller and 
supported the tape 30. This gas pressure then supported the passing tape in a 
non-contact manner, and a series of design graphs were produced. 
Figure 6 Flexible membrane air bearing (from 31) 
Other concepts have also been considered, For example the use of a flexible 
membrane underneath the bearing pad of aerostatic thrust bearing was 
investigated by Levy et al, as illustrated in figure 631. Essentially the principle of 
I 
operation is as follows; air is supplied to the bearing through a central orifice, 
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and inflates the membrane by means of four pressure communication holes in 
the underside of the skirt. As the pressure under the bearing increases, lift is 
created and the bearing rises to an equilibrium position. Air escapes under the 
membrane in the gap between the skirt and the reaction surface. This leads to a 
bearing that possesses good load carrying capacity, and an ability to operate 
over undulating surfaces. This reduces the need for precision in its manufacture 
and the precision of the counterface, leading to a reduction in cost. 
2.5.3 POROUS AIR BEARINGS 
The idea of the use of a porous medium to provide restriction is not new, 
research papers can be found as far back as the mid 1960'S 32,33,34. There are two 
approaches to porous media, one is to simply replace the restrictor in a 
conventional bearing with a porous plug, the second to use the porous material 
as the face of the bearing, and thus greatly increase the area through which the 
air can pass. 
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Figure 7 Porous air bearing 
As the former type is basically a modification of the conventional aerostatic 
bearing described previously, no further mention will be made of it here. The 
latter, however, warrants further attention. This type promises several 
important advantages over the conventional, and the successful production has 
been a quest that many researchers have attempted over the years. This is the 
type illustrated in figure 7. This is basically the same as seen in figure 1 
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previously, although now the supply gas is able to enter the gap across the 
entire face of the bearing. This modifies the pressure profile to be more like a 
parabola. 
The main reasons for the development of a porous bearing can be summarised 
as follows: 
" Simplicity of construction 
" Improved load capacity and stiffness 
" Superior damping and dynamic characteristics 
" Improved stability 
However, the translation of these aims into reality has proved to be a goal that 
has so far proved difficult to researchers and manufacturers alike, as will be 
outlined in the following sections. 
Several overviews of porous gas lubricated bearing research have been 
published over the last 30 years. The first by Sneck35 in 1968 covered steady 
state theoretical and experimental work on journal and thrust bearings and 
outlined some of the applications of porous bearings in industry up to that 
time. 
The review was updated in 1974 by Majumdar36', who also included research to 
investigate dynamic effects on bearing performance. The most recent review 
was completed by Kwan in 1998 37. This review brought the subject up to date 
and incorporated references to several studies on non-Darcian flow through 
porous media. 
2.5.4 POROSITY AND PERMEABILITY 
The structure of a porous material is by definition, not fully dense. However, it 
is necessary to differentiate between open and closed porosity. It is possible that 
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a body of a material not be fully dense but still be impermeable to the passage 
of a fluid. This is due to closed porosity, which is porosity that is not fully 
interconnected, and so is unable to provide passage for the fluid. Porosity of 
this kind is of no use in a porous bearing, and successful manufacture must 
seek to limit this type of structure. 
Conversely, open porosity is fully interconnected through the body of a porous 
medium. It is often idealised as being formed by continuous channels or 
capillaries through the material having a constant cross section and cylindrical 
symmetry, and capable of letting fluid pass through. 
Holdsworth classifies a further three types of porosity: loop channels, which do 
not contribute to the steady state flow properties, semi-open or blind pores, 
which have the same limitation as for loop channels, and pocket or ink bottle 
pores where the entrance is narrow and leads to a larger closed pore38. 
Porosity is then defined as the ratio of pore or void volume to the bulk volume 
of the consolidated material. No account is taken of the type of porosity in this 
figure, as all types are included in its calculation, and it is therefore a unique 
measure of the porous material. 
Several different techniques exist to determine the porosity of a body, and the 
final value may well include more than one measurement technique. The 
simplest is to measure the geometry and to weigh the sample. Then, dividing 
the mass by the volume to determine the density, a comparison may be made 
with the value for a fully dense body. 
The porous structure that is open to the outer surface is measurable by fluid 
density measurements, the total pore volume from crystallographic data from 
X-ray measurements, and the bulk pore volume by liquid displacement 
techniques. For fine pored open materials, the use of gaseous pikanometry may 
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be useful. The adsorption of helium is commonly used in the determination of 
porosity with a very high degree of accuracy, but its use requires some skill in 
order to achieve a high level of reproducibility. 
Mercury is a commonly used liquid for pikanometry applications. It is 
applicable for a wide range of pore sizes, though does suffer two drawbacks, 
hysteresis and incomplete removal from the test sample after investigation. 
The material may also be cross-sectioned and analysed via microscopy. Any 
resulting micrographs may be used in conjunction with an image analysis 
system to obtain data on the porosity of the sample, as well as other data on the 
pore geometry, and distribution. 
It is seldom the case that all of the pores in a body are of equal geometry, except 
in the most idealised of systems. Owing to the presence of the differing types of 
porosity, as mentioned above, along with the range of different pore sizes 
possible in a body, a real porous structure may contain a great number of 
different pore shapes and sizes. This variety in the size and shape of pores in a 
body gives rise for the need to classify the pore size distribution. 
The pore size distribution is difficult to express with any degree of 
absoluteness, due to the value given depending solely on the model chosen to 
represent the system. Several different methods exist to obtain this distribution. 
The first, and most simple, is the bubble test method. 
The porous material is impregnated with a fluid, and a slowly increasing ramp 
pressure is applied from one side. This continues until bubbling occurs on the 
low-pressure side, and the pressure at which this happens can be related to the 
diameter of the pore at which it occurs through the relationship 
4. y 
dporemax = P, + p,,,,. g. hw 
Equation 1 
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Where dp,,,.. is the diameter of the largest through pore, which occurs at 
pressure Pl, and with a fluid of surface tension y 39 
This method may also be extended slightly to give a qualitative assessment of 
the pore size distribution by continuing to increase the supply pressure. As the 
pressure is further increased, more and more pores are cleared of liquid, and a 
greater number of bubbling points can be seen. It can be observed by eye if a 
great number of pores bubble simultaneously, indicating a tight pore size 
distribution, or if a great pressure difference exists between the first and 
subsequent pores becoming cleared, indicating a wider pore size distribution5. 
The maximum surface pore size can also be calculated through the use of the 
above equation. If the supply pressure is slowly reduced following the 
extended bubble pore test described immediately above, we approach a point 
where there is now only one source of bubbling on the low-pressure side of the 
porous material. At the point where this collapses due to the surface tension, 
the maximum pore size may be calculated. This is usually larger than the 
through pore size, as determined by the bubble pore test. The pores within the 
sample, although they might be of smaller diameter, no longer have any effect 
as they are now largely cleared of water. 
2.5.5 GRAPHITE AIR BEARINGS 
The most successful and widespread application of porous air bearings is 
through the use of porous graphite. This material is easily machined and fairly 
cheap. It is also readily available to bearing manufacturers in a variety of 
different grades. Another important advantage is that in the event of an 
accidental touchdown during operation, no damage is observed as the graphite 
is worn away in the form of a lubricating carbon dust. However, the downside 
of this is that air-bearing production using porous graphite is highly labour 
intensive and any contamination due to carbon dusting is unacceptable in 
applications where clean room capabilities are required, such as in 
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semiconductor manufacture. An illustration of a graphite air bearing is shown 
in figure 8. 
The greatest disadvantage with the use of porous graphite is that no two pieces 
of graphite are the same. This means that each bearing must be checked during 
manufacture, and where necessary, modifications made. The structure of each 
piece is unique, and may vary considerably from one place to another, which 
effects the flow properties of the gas, and hence the overall performance of the 
air bearing. 
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Figure 8 Graphite bearing (froM 40) 
The procedure to ensure that the bearing is able to supply gas at an equal 
pressure across its entire working surface is somewhat of a time consuming 
process. The graphite is firstly machined and bonded to a backing substrate, 
usually steel, to provide a means of sealing the bearing so the supply air will 
have to pass through the bearing. The working surface of the bearing is then 
lapped to a conformable geometry relative to the surface upon which it will act. 
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The bearing is then pressurised and a pressure gauge placed on a small section 
on the working area of the bearing. it is then moved across the surface, and any 
differences noted. The ideal pressure drop through the graphite material needs 
to have been calculated previously, and the surface of the bearing modified 
accordingly. This is done by selectively blocking the pores of the surface, and 
thus restricting the flow of gas through the bearing where necessary. 
Several soluble materials have been used for this application, such as shellac, or 
an acrylic lacquer dissolved in methylene chloride, as they bond well to the 
graphite, do not soften at normal operating temperatures, and are easy to apply 
41 
Previous applications of this technique include an ultra-precision spindle for 
micro machining optical quality components 40. An example of a spindle that 
uses porous graphite as the bearing material is shown in figure 9. 
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Figure 9 Example of a spindle using porous graphite bearings (from 42) 
2.5.6 SINTERED BRONZE BEARINGS 
This is another approach that has received much attention over the years, and 
in common with the graphite bearing described above, suffers from limitations. 
The idea behind its construction is to loosely sinter bronze powder to form a 
porous solid with sufficient mechanical strength to support the in service loads 
that it should see. 
Although simple enough in concept, the route to a successful bearing via the 
sintered bronze path is somewhat flawed in practice. Firstly, there exists the 
problem of being able to reproduce the sintered structure of the bronze body. 
This requires careful control of sintering parameters such as temperature, ramp 
4b -% 40 
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rates, time, etc., and also control of the powder itself, with parameters such as 
particle size, distribution, and aspect ratio all playing a part. 43 
Several experimental bearings have been produced. However, further problems 
were encountered during machining of the bearing to the final dimensions. 
Bronze is quite a soft material that machines in a ductile manner, and during 
machining it tends to "'smear" 44,45. This smearing compromises the surface 
finish of the bearing, tending to cover the exposed pores, and thus affects the 
permeability. As the permeability is no longer of the desired value, an extra 
stage must be included to open up the porous structure once again. Solutions to 
this problem have been put forward, including laser drilling of the surface46, or 
alternatively etching the smeared surface away 23. 
Further work has led to this smearing effect being used to an advantage. The 
surface is deliberately rolled to constrict the surface passages and thus form a 
thin pressure-restricting layer, reducing the flow of gaS47. This approach can be 
useful in overcoming instability of the air bearing, as the surface void volume is 
reduced. 
A major restriction in the use of bronze is due to its low stiffness. Under load 
and over time (particularly at elevated temperature), the material creeps quite 
readily, thus the geometrical tolerances areloSt 48,49. 
Cusano and Phelen investigated porous bronze bearings using oil previously 
impregnated and replenished at JOpSi 49. Their findings showed that oil 
lubricated porous bearings run at higher eccentricity ratios than solid journal 
bearings. They also noted a considerable heating effect due to the shearing of 
the oil used to provide the lubrication. This heating effect increased with 
increasing load and speed, though it was found that the coefficient of friction 
dropped to a minimum with increasing load and speed, before rising again. The 
cause of the increase in friction was attributed to pore closure on the surface of 
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the porous bronze due to warpage, thus pointing to one of the main 
disadvantages in the use of a ductile material for porous bearing applications, 
that of plastic deformation under load. 
Mori and Yabe have attempted to account for this phenomenon with an 
investigation into the use of a porous bronze journal bearing with surface 
loading effect 50. They proposed a theoretical analysis to account for the surface 
loading, and undertook a series of experiments that gave good agreement with 
the predicted data. 
Overall, it can be seen that there already exist several types of porous air 
bearing. What can also be seen is that they all suffer from various 
disadvantages, in particular it can be seen from the above that none of the 
existing bearings have successfully addressed what is perhaps the greatest 
potential advantage of all, that of simplicity of construction. 
2.5.7 POROUS CERAMIC BEARINGS 
Porous ceramic bearings potentially solve the shortcomings of other material 
systems for the fabrication of porous bearings. The main failings of the 
historically most popular materials, brass and graphite, have been outlined 
above. These were lack of reproducibility of permeability, difficulties in 
maintaining the measured permeability during bearing manufacture, and 
changes in bearing geometry over time. 
Firstly, the permeability of porous ceramics can be controlled with a good 
degree of precision. Provided powders of a similar size and size distribution are 
packed and sintered in a reproducible manner, it is highly likely that the 
resulting material will be consistent with any other made by the same method. 
Secondly, as ceramics are of a brittle nature, surface grinding does not smear 
the material over the remaining pores, but rather tends to remove the ceramic 
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as a fine dust. This means that the pores are not effected by the machining 
operation, and so permeability remains unaffected. 
Finally, owing to the high stiffness and temperature stability of engineering 
ceramics, creep due to constant loading and/or elevated temperatures is not a 
factor. 
These are the advantages that designers have sought to exploit through the use 
of ceramic as the porous material in porous gas bearings. 
2.6 Theoretical Analysis 
2.6.1 FLow THROUGH POROUS MEDIA 
The basis of flow through porous media lies with Darcy 51, and with very few 
exc, eptions52,53, forms the fundamental assumption of every published analysis. 
Many researchers have analysed fluid flow through porous materials 
subsequently, using a variety of different media materials and conditions54,55,56, 
57,58,59. This states that in the case of incompressible flow, the volume flow rate 
is directly proportional to the pressure difference across a porous material. 
Ap Equation 2 Q= (1),. -. AP zp . 77 
When considering compressible flow, the relationship becomes 
A22 
pAA Equation 3 
zp. t7' 2. p, ýf 
Which can also be expressed as 
Ap 
= (D". -. AP 
Equation 4 
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By referring the volume flow rate to the mean pressure drop across the porous 
medium. 
Another important consideration for the flow of gas through permeable 
materials is the inertia effect. As a gas particle passes through a porous 
medium, it is subjected to a tortuous path of twists and turns, expansions and 
contractions, as it passes through a continuous set of interconnected pores. 
These varying forces acting on the gas as it passes through the medium cause 
momentum to be lost and regained in accordance with local fluid velocity, and 
in effect cause a loss to the system whose effect is to reduce the effective flow. 
The most widely accepted model for this phenomenon is the Forchheimer 
model 60 
2_2 
zp. )7. Ap ) AA-+ 
2. p,, f (DV 
p. (Q / AP) 2 
(Di 
Equation 5 
Whether this relationship is universally valid has been the subject of some work 
61,62and as discussed below, at a certain flow rate the effects of inertia can be 
ignored with little effect on accuracy. It was further suggested that for porous 
air bearings this regime, where inertial terms are insignificant, applieS63,64. 
Other researchers have attempted to correlate the permeability of porous 
materials with their physical attributes. Porosity was related to permeability 
firstly by Robinson65, then by Cliffel 66. Robinson used tungsten powders of 12 
to 420pm with a porosity range of 0.095 to 0.36 whereas Cliffel used sintered 
nickel with a powder size range of 5 to 30pm and porosity from 0.15 to 0.85. 
Both used the same power law model to describe the relationship, but differed 
in the resulting exponentials. German 67 repeated the work for stainless steel 
particles of size range 59 to 715 microns, and porosity values of 0.25 to 0.56. 
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Again, using the same power law model slightly different exponentials were 
found. 
Smith 68 used the specific surface area of the porous structure instead of the 
powder size to relate to permeability. His data was then used by German67 in 
his model that resulted in quite different coefficients. This data is tabulated 
below in table 1. 
The data shown below varies considerably from researcher to researcher. Given 
that several techniques were used to determine the powder size, and that 
different materials have different particle aspect ratios, it is of no surprise that 
the constants for permeabilities are different, even across sets of material data 
that at first glance appear to be reasonably close to one another. 
Table 1 Relationships between permeability, porosity, and powder size 
Reference Equation k a b 
Robinson65 (D - 4.38 2.18 
k. ýa. d, ýb 
Cliffel 66 (D = -- 1.871 1.871 
k. ýa. dwb 
German67 (D = 4.6E-11 6.8 0.73 
k. ýa. d, ýb 
German67(data from (D = 4.8E-13 4.8 1.3 
Smith68) k. ýa. dwb 
Smith68 (D = 190 2.42 -2.42 
1 k. ýa. Svb I I I I 
2.6.2 POROUS AIR BEARING THEORY 
Porous air bearing investigations begin with Sheinberg and Shuster 69, who, in 
1960 reported on a thrust bearing in a grinding spindle which utilised a porous 
graphite restrictor. Load capacity, pressure distribution under the bearing, and 
gas consumption analyses were carried out. This analysis also introduced the 
concept of a bearing parameter X, which was later modified 70 and became 
known as the bearing number A. 
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This bearing number term A, is a non-dimensional design variable which takes 
into account permeability, radius, thickness, and bearing gap. It is a useful 
method of taking in all the important variables in porous bearing design into 
one simple equation. There are several variations on the definition that have 
evolved, as will be seen subsequently. 
Mori et al 33 treated the problem somewhat differently. Instead of the porous 
material being represented by an array of uniaxially and uniformly distributed 
fine capillaries as did Sheinberg and Shuster, the porous medium was 
considered as equivalent to an additional fluid film. This accounted for the two- 
dimensional flow, and importantly, introduced the concept of an equivalent 
clearance. 
Gargulio and Gilmour70produced an analysis of porous thrust bearings using a 
finite difference approach. The equations so derived were used to predict the 
load carrying capacity and gas consumption of bearings of various geometries, 
assuming compressible, isothermal, laminar flow. These were then compared to 
experimentally obtained data, which pointed to the need to use an equivalent 
gap in order to compensate for the surface roughness effects. Permeability 
anisotropy was also investigated, leading to the conclusion that a reduction in 
the gas consumption without any deleterious effect on the load capacity was 
possible by reducing the radial permeability. 
Correction for surface roughness was also a feature of the analysis carried out 
by Andrisano and Maggiore 71. This numerical analysis featured a lumped 
parameter approach, and included the effects of bearing tilt. Experimental work 
was also carried out to determine load capacity and gas consumption. The 
surface roughness correction was predicted to require values lying between R,, 
and Rp. 
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From these models the next evolution in the analysis was with regard to the 
velocity slip at the porous bearing surface. Whereas the previously mentioned 
researchers treated it as a solid surface, i. e., no slip flow was present, Ishizawa 
and Hori72developed a theory that allowed for slip flow to occur. 
Several authors then developed this idea further, and corrections to the original 
definition of the bearing number were proposed. Murti included terms for the 
bearing number after analysis for compressibility of the gas medium but no slip 
flow 73, and shortly after for slip flow based on the analysis of Beavers 80, but 
assuming incompressible flow74. These corrections gave better agreement to the 
experimental data presented by Gargulio and Gilmour70. 
Perturbation methods were used by Jones et al 75 to correct for slip flow and 
compressibility. Load carrying capacity predictions tied in well with that found 
experimentally with Gargulio and Gilmour 70, but the predicted values of gas 
consumption did not. 
Slip flow was later updated by investigations by Verma76and Singh77, the later 
using a full slip criterion for the basis of the analysis, unlikeMUrti 74who used a 
simplified approach. 
Complex 3D flow models require a large computing capability for the solution 
of the governing equations. Modified Reynolds equations deduced from 
Darcy's equation have been attempted in this way. 
In an effort to reduce processing time, a simplified 1D model of a porous 
circular thrust pad was analysed by Tian 78. Using a finite element analysis 
approach, it was found that the resulting computational time was around 30% 
for the time required of the classical 3D approach. The resulting model gave 
good agreement with experimental work, though was not precise at large 
values of radius/ height and small values of film thickness. 
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2.7 Experimental Comparisons 
Several authors have attempted to compare physical porous air bearings with 
predictive theories of their performance. One of the earlier thrust bearing works 
was by Scheinberg and Schuster 69'who considered the case of a non-rotating 
circular thrust bearing with and without a central hole for a shaft. Whilst no 
data is given for the performance of such a bearing, they do say that the bearing 
performs in a highly stable manner. 
The paper by Gargulio and Gilmour70several years later was a major milestone 
in the understanding and prediction of the performance of porous air bearings, 
as mentioned earlier. Mass flow rate of gas and load carrying capacity were 
experimentally and theoretically determined and compared. The concept of an 
equivalent clearance for the bearing gap in order to compensate for the surface 
roughness of the bearing was also introduced. 
More recently work by Kwan -5 on two non-rotating porous ceramic circular 
thrust bearings investigated the relationship between process parameters and 
porosity, the relationship between porosity, particle size and the resulting fluid 
flow and mechanical properties from experimental data. Processing 
temperature was found to be the most important variable affecting the 
reproducibility of permeability of the porous material. 
Prototype bearings were manufactured and tested, one a single layer single 
7pm powder particle size bearing, and the other a two-layer bearing. This 
bearing consisted of a coarse 23pm substrate to provide the mechanical strength 
and a fine 0.5pm pressure-restricting layer on the surface. The 23pm portion 
was formed by HIPing, and ground to shape, the 0.5pm layer was slip cast, then 
ground, and the two layers were subsequently hot pressed together using a 
tape cast layer to provide the interface. 
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The single layer bearing was found to be unstable over a wide operating range, 
whilst the double layer bearing was perfectly stable. This was found to be due 
to the much lower gas volume at the surface of the bearing for the sample with 
the fine pressure-restricting layer. It was found necessary to introduce an 
equivalent gap due to velocity slip for the analysis of both bearings. The slip 
coefficient varied considerably from that predicted by Beavers 80 and the value 
of the equivalent gap was experimentally deduced. The static load carrying 
capacity was investigated for both bearings and with the incorporation of the 
above mentioned equivalent clearance performed in line with published 
theories. 
2.8 Slip Flow 
There exist two cases of potential slip flow in relation to porous air bearings. 
Both have received attention in relation to this application, and where 
appropriate, corrections to existing theories have been postulated. 
The first case where slip flow is thought to occur is when a gas passes through a 
narrow passage of similar dimension to the molecular mean free path of the 
gas. This is referred to as molecular velocity slip flow. In reality this 
phenomenon is of little concern to the porous bearing designer. 
Taking the molecular free path of a gas molecule as: 
A= 
I 
-r2. n. Am 
Equation 6 
and taking the onset of slip flow as when the Knudsen number, ký, > 0.01, where 
k,, is defined by: 
kn = X/zg Equation 7 
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The mean free path of air at atmospheric conditions as defined by the 
International Civil Aviation Organisation is 6.6317E-8M 79. As the gas pressure 
increases, this number decreases. At 2.5 bar gauge pressure it reduces to 
approximately 2.6E-8 m. If we take a bearing operating at this pressure at a gap 
of 10 microns, the resulting Knudsen number is 2.6E-3, indicating that slip flow 
should not be significant. 
The second slip flow consideration is best explained with reference to the 
following figure, figure 10. 
Imaginary 
Bearing Surface 
Note Voids 
Figure 10 Tangential velocity slip flow 
The aim of this figure is to illustrate the fact that porous materials do not have a 
solid boundary, but are bounded by a series of interconnected pores and 
particles. The solid line drawn above is an imaginary boundary touching the 
outermost peaks of the porous material. What should be noticed is the large 
void volume behind this line, which are gas filled. 
If it were assumed that this porous material was part of a bearing, gas would 
flow through the bearing into the gap, and exit to either side. To ensure 
continuity, the velocity of this exiting gas at the imaginary boundary must be 
the same as the velocity of the gas immediately inside this line. This gives rise 
to a phenomenon known as tangential velocity Slip 80. 
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It is thought that this type of slip is independent of Reynolds number and the 
flow velocity, though pore size seems to effect it directly 80. This concept has 
been further investigated by various authors, who have confirmed its validity 81, 
82,83 
The overall effect of this phenomenon is to increase the flow of gas in the 
bearing as the resistance to flow is effectively reduced. This means that the 
bearing behaves as if it were operating at a larger bearing gap. This can be 
compensated for by a roughness term that increases the effective gap. 
Previous work at Cranfield University 5 found that this term was indeed 
significant, though measuring the value precisely highlighted the need for 
precision machining of the test specimens, particularly for flatness. Toolroom 
grinders using ordinary coarse grain diamond wheels were used to machine the 
samples, giving rise to leakage and poor surface finish. 
2.9 Mechanical Properties 
Cýcip Pressur 
eu 
I dt I[ 
Figure 11 Free body diagram of loading on circular thrust bearing 
As with any mechanical device, certain goals need to be set with regard to a set 
of minimum mechanical properties. The bearing under consideration is held in 
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a solid backing plate, the purpose of which is to supply the bearing with the 
compressed gas at the supply pressure that it requires to operate. On the 
exhaust side of the bearing it sees the gap pressure, and the resultant load that 
the bearing must withstand is the difference between these two. A free body 
diagram surnmarising the loading is illustrated in figure 11. 
However, it is prudent to a assume worst case scenario and to design for 
survivability under those conditions. This would represent the situation under 
which the bearing finds itself with full supply pressure but no supporting gap 
pressure, such as if lifted away from the counterface during operation. In this 
situation the bearing structure must support the full bending moment due to 
the supply pressure with no counteracting moment from the gap pressure. In 
this case the bearing must withstand the loading illustrated in the FBD in figure 
12. 
Figure 12 Worst case loading on circular thrust bearing 
The ideal properties of a typical bearing would have to meet several design 
criteria. Firstly looking at the mechanical strength required we can come up 
with a figure as follows; assume the bearing approximates to a simply 
supported disc with the supports at the perimeter, and limit the elastic 
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deformation to approximately 1ýtm. We have from Roark's Formulas for Stress 
and Strain84: - 
AP. r 
4 
(5, = 0.07 p 12(1- U2) E. z 
3 
p 
where 8c = Deflection, 1ýtm 
AP = Pressure drop across the bearing, approximately 0.17 Mpa 
rp = Radius of the pad, 20mm 
Equation 8 
E= Young's Modulus of Elasticity where E= Eo(1_4, U)2.14 
134 
, Eo is the Modulus 
for alumina, 410GPa, and ýt is the total open porosity, typically 0.35, giving E= 
160GPa. 
zp = Thickness of the bearing, to be calculated 
v= Poissonýs Ratio, approximately 0.15 from present work 
Rearranging and solving for zp we obtain 4mm for the bearing thickness. To 
allow for machining and to add a margin of uncertainty 6.5mm was chosen as 
the final figure. 
2.10 Manufacturing Routes 
2.10.1 SLIP CASTING 
The area of slip casting has been investigated for many years now and it is 
fundamentally well understood. Slip casting is the process by which virtually 
every household ceramic is formed and consists of several stages. The first is 
the preparation of the slip. In this stage the ceramic, or clay in the case of 
household ceramic items, is added to water to form a stable colloid of dispersed 
particles. This is then cast into a porous plaster of paris mould that removes the 
water from the slip by capillary action, leaving a "'green" component with 
sufficient strength to be handled. The mould is then split open and the green 
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component is removed and fired, giving it the necessary strength for the 
purpose it is intended 
However, for the majority of engineering ceramics this is not quite such a 
simple exercise. The problem lies in the surface chemistry of the ceramic. When 
added to water the ceramic powder particles tend to flocculate together instead 
of forming a consistent colloidal suspension. This results in sedimentation of 
the slip, poor flow characteristics during pouring, and inconsistent density from 
point to point within the green. At best this results in a green with varying 
density and mechanical properties, but more often can lead to large flaws which 
translate into cracks in the final component. 
These effects are due to short-range interparticle forces termed the Van der 
Waals forces. Once in water the particles can gain surface charges through 
preferential absorption of ions, dissociation of surface groups, isomorphic 
substitution or the adsorption of polyelectrolytes. A good example of 
isomorphic substitution occurs when clay is added to water, there is a cation 
exchange in the lattice; Si4+ is replaced by A13+,, leading to surface adsorption of 
+ve ions. Na+ passes freely into solution leaving a negatively charged particle85. 
Engineering ceramics tend to adsorb polyelectrolytes and their surface charge 
varies with the pH of the solution into which they are placed. The pH is a 
measure of the relative acidity/ alkalinity of an aqueous solution. It is defined as 
the negative log of the aqueous concentration of hydrogen ions 86. At high pH 
they become positively charged, and negatively charged at low pH. At some 
intermediate point the process will balance and the surface will be neutral. This 
point is termed the isoelectric point. 
The isoelectric point of alumina has been measured by potentiometric titration 
to be at a pH of 9.06 87. This has been shown to change slightly with 
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temperature, the value of 9.06 refers to 300C, and reduces by 0.7 pH when the 
temperature is increasedto 900C 87. 
At a point far from the isoelectric point the ceramic particles will have like 
surface charges but their repulsion is not simply due to this effect, but is aided 
by an electrical double layer that surrounds the particles. For a stable 
suspension there exists an equal and opposite charge in the solution to the 
charge on the particles, so giving an overall charge of zero. Brownian motion of 
the ions in solution due to thermal effects prevents these ions from settling on 
the particles and instead they form a diffuse cloud of ions around the ceramic 
particles. It is this diffuse layer that repels other double layer charged ceramic 
particles and prevents them from coming into contact. 
An alternative approach is that of steric hindrance. Here the idea is to prevent 
particles from coming into contact due to a physical barrier. A polymer chain is 
utilised to hold the particles apart by attaching one end to the ceramic while the 
other remains free in the solution. This system is dependant upon finding a 
polymer which can adhere well to the ceramic, and ideally is hydrophobic with 
a low tendency to react with other polymer chains. 
A further development of this idea is to charge the chains thus adding 
electrostatic repulsion to the steric hindrance, reducing the likelihood of 
flocculation. One disadvantage of the system of using a physical barrier is that 
at some stage the polymer must be removed, as any remaining polymer may 
have deleterious effects on the mechanical properties of the ceramic. 
Previous work in the area of electrostatic stabilisation confirms the ability of 
alumina powder to be successfully suspended in an aqueous solution using a 
pH controlled approach88. Using a pH of 3 it was found that 0.5ýt powders 
could be suspended although subsequent rheological examination revealed a 
slightly higher than ideal viscosity for slip casting. The addition of citric acid 
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greatly improved the slip, reducing the viscosity by two orders of magnitude, 
leading to much improved pour characteristics. Repeat tests over a period of 
two weeks revealed that the addition of the citric acid also promoted greater 
stability over time, as the slip showed very limited tendency to flocculate. This 
also reduced the likelihood of trapped air in the resultant green. The reasons for 
this improved performance were thought to be due to a short-range steric 
hindrance effect in addition to the surface charge imparted onto the powders. 
Investigations of other media for the purpose of suspending alumina have also 
been investigated. Wang et al 89 successfully dispersed alumina powders in 
ethanol using a pH-controlled approach. The behaviour of alumina powder in 
ethanol, a polar non-aqueous solvent, is slightly different to that in water. It was 
found that at low pH the powder develops a positive charge through 
adsorption of protons onto the surface and at high pH the surface becomes 
negative through adsorption of hydroxyls. The resulting isoelectric point was 
moved to a pH of 7.1 in the ethanol. It was also found that a stable suspension 
of the 0.22[trn powders could be achieved over a range of pH. 
Other ceramic systems have also come in for investigation by the use of slip 
casting. The rheology of silicon nitride systems using non-aqueous systems 
have been investigated and characterised. Using Decalin as the nonpolar 
solvent and Hypermer KD-3 as a polymeric dispersant it was found that stable 
solutions with solid loadings up to 50% could be achieved 90. Using aqueous 
silicon carbide slips of 37vol% of various viscosity's in the range 58 to 180 n-LPas 
it was found that only the fully defloculated slip was stable when cast, the 
others caused the local void volume to increase as a function of the cake 
thickness 91 
In order to shorten the processing times involved with slip casting alumina 
suspensions, the use of microwave energy was investigated as a means of 
increasing the casting rate. It was found that using a slip prepared with 72wt% 
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alumina and hydrochloric acid and nitric acids as dispersing agents, the casting 
rate did increase. It was postulated that the flow of water through the mould 
was enhanced, and an increase in the solubility of the ions responsible for 
coagulation of the alumina particles took place92. 
2.10.2 INJECTION MOULDING 
Injection moulding has become commonplace amongst the plastics and rubber 
moulding industries. In essence it is a process where a material is injected into a 
mould under pressure, allowed to harden, then removed. It is a process that 
allows the rapid and repeatable fabrication of high complexity, and lends itself 
to high volume production. 
In its simplest form, plastic injection moulding involves heating a thermoplastic 
to a temperature at which flow is possible, forcing the plastic into a shaped 
cavity, and coolingit 93. 
In order to increase the component strength, it is possible to incorporate a filler 
into the polymeric mix. This technique can be used to tailor specific strength, 
thermal, magnetic, or electrical properties of a component. 
Taking this technique further, by maximising the volume of filler into the 
moulding and extracting the polymer after the moulding process has taken 
place, we can create an intricate piece in the same manner as mentioned 
previously, but out of a material that would not otherwise lend itself to 
moulding. In our case this allows the moulding of ceramic components. 
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Figure 13 Injection moulding process schematic (from93) 
It has been demonstrated that this method can be applicable to ceramics, with 
examples as early as the 1920's94. The main steps involved in the production of 
a ceramic by injection moulding are as illustrated in figure 13 above. These are 
selection and preparation of the powder, mixing the powder with a suitable 
binder system, the production of homogeneous granulated feed stock, the 
moulding process itself, then debinding and sintering to achieve the desired 
density and mechanical properties. 
The principle component of a binder is usually a thermoplastic chosen for its 
viscosity, stability, compatibility with the other moulding components, 
mechanical strength, long shelf life, ease of removal, low cost, and flow 
characteristics at moulding temperature. Other systems have been used, such as 
water or other substances such as starches 95. Once moulded and cooled, the 
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binder must be removed from the compact in order to allow the piece to sinter 
correctly. 
Thermal debinding during the sinter cycle can be a useful way of combining 
two stages of the process. Here the compact is heated slowly to a temperature 
where the polymer within will burn out. It is held at this temperature until the 
binder is completely removed, before heating again to the final sinter 
temperature. 
This is an important process to get right. If the heating rate is too high, thermal 
expansion, and possibly gas generation within the body, can cause the compact 
to burst. Heating too slowly can cause the compact to slump, as the polymer 
once again becomes liquid and the body droops. It is also a slow process, as the 
polymer is removed from the surface of the compact, debinding time depends 
heavily on the thickness of the component. Thicker pieces are also more prone 
to gas entrapment due to the difficulty in venting any moisture trapped within 
the structure of the green body. 
One solution to this problem is to use a two-part binder system. If an inorganic 
substance such as wax were blended with the binder polymer, and was 
removed before thermal debinding, a continuous network of open pores would 
be left. This allows the venting of any trapped gasses, and reduces the chances 
of component failure. This wax removal can be accomplished by the use of a 
solvent in a hot bath. The disadvantage of this method is that an extra step is 
introduced, increasing the process time and adding extra cost. 
2.10.3 SINTERING 
Sintering is the process by which granular materials such as ceramic powders 
can be consolidated into a useful shape. The term refers to the pore shape 
change, pore shrinkage, and grain growth which particles in contact undergo 
during heating. The driving force for sintering is a decrease in the surface free 
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energy of powdered compacts, by replacing solid-vapour interfaces (of surface 
energy Fs, ) with solid-solid (IF, s) interfaces, where Fss < Fs, Thermodynamically, 
sintering is an irreversible process in which a free energy decrease is brought 
about by a decrease of surface area. 
In the case of non-silicate ceramics such as alumina, this is a solid state process, 
with the predominant densification mechanism through solid state diffusion. 
The process can be broken down into three distinct phases as shown in figure 
14. A stage of sintering may be described as an interval of geometric change in 
which the pore shape is totally defined, or an interval of time during which the 
pore shape remains constant in shape while decreasing in size. 
Figure 14 Stages of sintering (from96) 
The first stage is commonly referred to as neck growth. In this stage the 
interparticle contact area is increased from zero to ; z-- 0.2 of the cross sectional 
area of the particle. This is shown by the transition from figure 14a to b. 
Accompanying this change is an increase in relative density, nominally from 0.5 
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to 0.6 for a normal compact 96. This starts at local contact points which fuse 
together along with a smoothing of the free surface of the particles. These 
contact points grow into necks with concave curvature, in contrast to the 
convex curvature of the particles. 
Grain growth is inhibited during this stage of sintering due to the acute angle of 
the particle to particle contact. This means that the solid-vapour surfaces 
diverge, and any grain growth would require the boundary to move away from 
the minimum energy position and increase in area and energy. Once the neck 
growth increases and becomes blunted, this restriction is reduced, and grain 
growth becomes possible. The point at which this occurs marks the end of the 
initial stage of sintering97. 
The intermediate sintering stage is characterised by a pore and grain boundary 
matrix consisting of dihedral angles formed on the pore surface with the grain 
boundaries. This equilibrium state is dictated by the surface tension97,98. This 
stage is represented by figure 14c. The compact at this stage possesses a 
continuous open network of pores bounded by grain boundaries. The shrinkage 
in the intermediate stage can result in densities up to 95%. However, shrinkage 
does not necessarily take place during this stage of sintering. If the only 
material transport mechanism originates on the surface of the particles, as 
surface diffusion, the compact will not shrink. In such a case a change in the 
shape and size of the pores is and particles is observed and is commonly 
defined as grain growth, or coarsening. This depletes the system of energy and 
effectively stops the densification of the compact, even if other mass transport 
mechanisms become operational. At best, due to the reduction in the driving 
force for sintering, the intermediate stage is stunted. 
The final stage of sintering takes the body to full density. This is shown by 
figure 14d. Here we see the energetically favoured geometry of closed small 
pores occupying the corners of the grain. Allowed to continue, the pores will 
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disappear completely, and sintering will be complete 96. The final stage of 
sintering begins at around 93-95% of full density when porosity becomes 
isolated. The complete elimination of pores can only happen when all the pores 
are connected to short diffusion paths along grain boundaries. This is of course 
only possible is the pores follow the movement of the grain boundaries, and are 
not trapped within the grains themselves. 
In the final stage of sintering small pores attached to grain boundaries move 
quickly to collapse together and thus reduce the surface energy. Along with 
pores, grain boundary movement is accelerated, leading eventually to 
discontinuous grain grow when pores no longer pin the grain boundaries. This 
leads to rapidly moving grain boundaries that consume small grains. This leads 
to the situation where some grain appear with many highly curved sides, thus 
further accelerating the process, leaving behind closed porosity that is trapped 
within large grains. Lattice diffusion becomes the dominant mechanism in 
removing these pores, which is slow due to the long diffusion paths, and is 
further hindered by the gas trapped in the pores. 
2.10.3.1 Sintering Aids 
The addition of sintering aids to either increase or reduce sintering rates has 
been looked at in some detail. For a typical air bearing application it is of 
interest to maintain an open porous structure and so doping the ceramic with a 
material that will hinder densification is potentially advantageous. It has been 
found that yttria doped submicrometer grain cc alumina displays such 
characteristics 99. Using a range of 0 to 1500 ppm yttria it was shown that during 
densification yttria initially retarded the sintering rate by raising the apparent 
activation energy while in an atomic state and below the saturation point at the 
grain boundaries. During the peak rate densification the yttrium segregates to 
the grain boundaries and increases the rate of densification. Once past the peak 
rate the yttrium once again acts to slow the rate of densification by the 
formation of yttrium rich precipitates along the grain boundary. 
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Another study by Fang et al 100 looked into the effects of both yttrium and 
lanthanum on the sintering of alumina. Using 1000 ppm yttrium and 
lanthanum decreased the final stage densification rate by factors of 11 and 21 
respectively. The reason for this was postulated as being that these large 
elements strongly diffuse to the grain boundaries in alumina and restrict the 
movement of ions along the grain boundary. This leads to a decrease in the 
grain boundary diffusivity and a corresponding drop in the densification rate. It 
was also discovered that the addition of these elements led to a reduction in the 
grain size for a given density of alumina. 
2.10.4 HIP 
HIPing is a process normally used in the fabrication of various ceramic and 
metallic materials in order to produce a final component with high theoretical 
density. It combines the effects of heat and pressure to reduce the residual 
porosity often left by sintering alone. There are two normal approaches to 
HIPing, canned and containerless. As the name suggests, in canned HIPing the 
material to be consolidated is placed in a can and sealed before being entered 
into the HIP. The can then acts as a gas tight skin around the material and the 
heat and pressure deform the can, pressing the material together, leading to a 
high finished density. The can is then machined off, leaving the material 
available for further processing. This process is suited to produce high-density 
materials from porous substances, for example powders, which otherwise 
would allow the pressure to infiltrate the porous structure and not aid 
densification. 
Containerless, HIPing is generally used to densify materials that are close to 
their final density and contain no interconnected porosity. Here the use of an 
extra gas tight skin is not required as the material is non-porous and so it will 
deform under the action of the increased pressure. 
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In the case of producing ceramic bearings with predictable porosity and 
permeability it has been found that the influence of pressure is useful in 
preventing the material from fully sintering 5. Ceramic powder is vibration 
packed into graphite moulds and inserted into the HIP. As the graphite is 
porous it offers no resistance to the pressure and so the ceramic is not forced to 
consolidate in the same manner as in canned HIPing. What happens in this case 
is that the gas infiltrates the open powder structure and helps prevent it from 
becoming densified, thus preserving the open structure necessary for effective 
gas flow in bearing applications. 
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3 Experimental Procedure 
3.1 Materials Processing 
Several material processing routes were investigated in the course of this 
research. As the aim was to produce a successful porous ceramic bearing with 
all of the inherent advantages of the concept, but with the added advantage of 
simplicity of construction, it was decided that more than one approach be 
adopted in order to evaluate changes in processing route on bearing 
performance. 
The manufacturing processes must be capable of reproducible bearing 
manufacture, meaning that for a given set of processing parameters, bearing 
performance must not vary significantly. This covers a range of parameters, 
from the uniformity of porosity, density, mechanical properties,, to the pressure 
distribution under a finished bearing and its stiffness. 
As cost is of significant importance in manufacturing, the processes 
investigated were chosen either for their high volume capability, as in the case 
for injection moulding, or low set-up costs, as for slip casting. The exception 
was the HIPing route, this was tried as a bridge between previous successful 
research carried out at Cranfield University 5 and the present research project. 
Several different alumina powder sizes were chosen for investigation. These 
were 0.5pm, lpm, 4pm, 7pm and 23pm. As the aim of the injection moulding 
and slip casting processes were to produce a bearing consisting of a single layer 
of ceramic, and it has been noted previously that the volume of gas trapped at 
the surface of a bearing is important 69,5, smaller powders (0.5 to 4pm) were 
chosen for these processes. 
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This was due to gas trapped at the surface of the bearing in the voids having an 
important impact on the stability of the bearing. If these voids are too large it 
can take an appreciable time for them to fill and to empty in response to a 
change in the load that the bearing sees. This can lead to a self-exciting situation 
known as air hammer, where the vibration can be severe enough to cause the 
bearing to strike the opposing face, causing damage. The obvious way around 
this is to minimise the void volume at the surface, and through the use of small 
powder particles it was hoped to achieve this. 
The 7pm powder was used to determine where the stability cut off lay. 
Previous work had shown that a bearing made from 7pm powder was partially 
stable, so it was intended to explore this further -5. The 23pm powder was used 
to provide the mechanical backbone to an experimental two layer bearing. This 
idea was used in previous research5. The difference this time was that instead of 
having a fine powder size pressure-restricting layer attached by hot pressing, 
the second layer would be formed in situ. It was hoped to achieve this by using 
a dip in slip approach (DIS). The method was to firstly consolidate the coarse 
23pm powder in a HIP, then dip it in a slip prepared from 0.5pm powder, thus 
making a second layer. 
These powders were used from the same batches of powder supplied for the 
initial investigations 5,101,1,02,104. Details of powder size characterisation can be 
found in section 3.1.8. 
Table 2 shows an overview of the different temperatures, powder sizes and 
whether the samples were sintered in an air atmosphere furnace or whether the 
HIP was used. The left column shows the powder size and the route, where VIB 
means that the sample was vibratory packed, IM means that the sample was 
injection moulded, and SC means that the sample was slip cast. The darker 
section to the left-hand side of the table designates those samples formed by 
conventional sintering in a air atmosphere furnace, whilst the lighter right hand 
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side designates those that were consolidated in the HIP. Further details of each 
process can be found in the appropriate section. 
The points were selected to obtain useful data for the processes and powder 
sizes investigated. Varying the temperature for a given powder size and 
processing route allowed the effects of temperature on parameters such as 
density, permeability, bearing stiffness, etc., to be determined. Varying the 
powder size and processing route for a given set of sintering conditions allowed 
the effects of the altering the powder size and processing route to be compared 
directly. 
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1.1 POWDER PREPARATION 
Before processing began, all powders used were firstly dried for 24 hours in a 
vacuum oven at 1100C, and were furnace cooled under vacuum. Alumina is 
naturally hydrophilic, loose powder can contain 2.3 to 17% by weight of water 
on its surface103,104, so it was considered necessary to remove excess moisture. 
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Any extra moisture could have a negative affect on the processing route. For 
example, it was found that moisture from undried alumina was liberated in the 
form of steam during injection moulding, leaving voids in the body of the 
moulding piece 105. Damp powders are also more inclined to clump together, 
reducing the effectiveness of vibratory packing. For the slip casting process 
surface chemistry of the alumina is all-important, and any water introduced by 
the alumina could contain impurities that may affect this technique 106. As the 
powder used had been stored in an unheated out building for some time prior 
to use, it was suspected that atmospheric moisture may contain trace 
compounds that potentially could go into solution in the slip and affect the 
reproducibility of the process. 
3.1.2 VIBRATORY PACKING 
Owing to the very high temperatures required to sinter the larger particles to a 
condition where they possessed sufficient mechanical properties to allow them 
to be tested, it was necessary to resort to the use of a HIP. This was due to no 
atmospheric furnaces being available that had the required temperature range 
to allow sintering to take place. As sintering is driven by a desire to reduce the 
free surface of a compact, larger particles with a greater volume to surface area 
ratio require a larger energy input to sinter. Hence the need for higher 
temperatures. 
This situation applied to the 23 and 7pm powders, which required processing at 
temperatures higher than the 15000C air atmosphere furnaces otherwise used. 
The powder was first packed into porous graphite moulds whose purpose was 
to give the required geometry to the alumina bearing, and allow the inert gas to 
penetrate the mould and act directly on the ceramic. This gas, argon, was 
normally introduced into the heating chamber to provide the high pressures 
required in a normal HIP run. It is necessarily inert, as the HIP uses graphite 
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heating elements, and so any oxidising atmosphere would lead to the loss of 
these elements. 
The internal faces of these moulds were first sprayed with a boron nitride 
solution and allowed to dry completely. This fine layer acted as a mould 
lubricant and eased the removal of the ceramic disk at the end of the HIPing 
cycle. Graphite was chosen for the material of the moulds as it was essential to 
use a porous material that would survive the high temperatures. 
These moulds were of circular plan, and of internal dimensions diameter 53mm 
and height 8mm. A lid was also used, to prevent spillage during gas purging of 
the HIP. The purging of the heating chamber was of a rapid nature, with argon 
being pumped through to displace the air. Any loose powders would become 
entrained in the gas flow and be forced out of the chamber, and so a lid was 
necessary to prevent this. 
To allow proper filling of the moulds in a consistent manner, a vibratory 
packing technique was used. This is known to be effective for packing of larger 
powders, and leads to a highly uniform packing density 107. For the 23pm 
powder used here, it has been shown that packing density achievable was 0.54 
with a standard deviation of less thano. 015. 
The mould was filled with powder and placed on the vibratory table, a 
Vibratechniques K16/FFT300 pneumatic ball vibrator. The frequency of 
vibration was controlled by air pressure supplied to the ball vibrator, and was 
set at 20OHz. This frequency was determined previously5as being effective for 
reproducible packing density, and was measured by a Thurlby Thander PFM 
1300 frequency counter. All samples were vibrated for 5 minutes, and a load of 
approximately 0.2MPa was applied intermittently to the lid of the mould to 
encourage the powder to settle. 
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As the dimensions of the mould and the amount of powder added were known, 
the final height of the lid was measured so the internal volume was known. 
This gave a measure of the green density of the sample. 
3.1.3 HIGHER PRESSURE SINTERING BY CAPSULE FREE HIPING 
It was decided that containerless HIPing should be used (see section 1.10.4), 
thus allowing gas to enter the porous structure. This has been demonstrated as 
being beneficial to maintaining an open porous structure 5. To allow a better 
comparison to the materials sintered in a more conventional manner, the HIP 
was used at a low gas pressure, approximately 2 bar gauge. 
The heating rate was standardised at 50C/ minute, with the HIPing temperature 
from 1600'C to 1800'C for the 23pm alumina powder, and 13000C to 1600'C for 
the 7prn alumina powder. In all cases the sustain time at temperature was 1 
hour, with a 10'C/minute cooling rate. The pressure was added before the 
heating ramp begun, and was kept as constant as possible during the cycle. 
Once the furnace was cool (below 100'C), gas pressure was released. 
3.1.4 SLIP CASTING 
The process of slip casting of ceramics has been used for a great number of 
years to shape all manner of components. The casting of clays to make pots for 
example has been known to have been in existence for at least 10,000 years. At 
its simplest, the powder is added to water where it disperses uniformly to form 
a slip. This is then cast into a porous mould where the water is removed by 
capillary action to leave a fragile facsimile of the cavity into which it was 
poured. Once fired to give the item some useful strength, the product is ready 
for use. 
This process is slightly more complicated for engineering ceramics. As 
mentioned previously in section 2.10.1, once added to water these tend not to 
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form even slips, but instead the powders tend to flocculate together. This is due 
to the chemistry of the interaction between the powder and the liquid. The 
surface of the powder tends to become charged due to the presence of attractive 
Van der Walls forces. 
Whilst these Van der Walls forces are largely determined by the particular 
ceramic in a particular solvent, repulsive forces can be modified over a wide 
range by the addition of organic and inorganic matter. For engineering 
ceramics, control of the slip is usually through the formation of repulsive 
double layer forces around the particles. These can be created by three methods. 
The first is through protonation or deprotonation of the surface hydroxyl 
groups (-OH) by changing the pH of the solution, thus giving a surface charge. 
The second is due to adjustment of the ionic strength of the solution, and the 
third is due to the addition of specific adsorbing organic or inorganic oligo- or 
polyelectrolytes. By adsorption on the particle surface, these additives can cause 
a change in the surface charge resulting in a change in the double layer 
repulsion108. 
What was attempted was a combination of alteration of the surface charge 
through changing the pH of the solution, and the addition of citric acid to act as 
a dispersant. The point at which the net charge is zero is termed the point of 
zero charge (pzc), or the isoelectric point. Taking the isoelectric point of 
alumina at room temperature to be approximately 9.0687we can modify the pH 
of a solution to produce an environment where alumina will stay in suspension 
108. Using a pH of 3, slip formed by adding 0.5 weight % citric acid to distilled 
water and balancing the pH with potassium hydroxide results in a very stable 
slip in which 150g of alumina has been successfully suspended in 90ml of slip, 
as determined by leaving the slip over a period of two weeks before casting . 
Once the predried powder is added to the readied liquid the resulting mixture 
is ball milled for 12 hours, initially using a Pascall 9VS mill, then owing to 
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mechanical failure, a Turbula figure of eight shaker. The powder and slip liquid 
were placed in a plastic jar with a 150g alumina ball load for 12 hours, to ensure 
any agglomerations are properly broken down and the surface chemistry of the 
alumina particles was suitably modified. 
The slip is then cast into the bearing moulds and allowed to dry for 48 hours at 
room temperature before removal and storage in a desiccated environment. 
Attempts to shorten this time by earlier removal and increasing the temperature 
to drive off the water faster resulted in cracked samples. 
This proved successful for 0.5,1, and 4pm powder sizes. Trials with 7pm and 
greater powder sizes found an unacceptably poor stability, with sedimentation 
of the ceramic powder becoming visible within several minutes after ball 
milling. It was found that 23pm powder was not stable at all after ball milling. 
As the quality of ceramics produced by wet processing depends strongly on the 
state of the suspension, slip viscosity was highlighted as a potentially important 
measurement. This would allow good comparison between different slip 
compositions. Attempts to measure the viscosity with a Contraves Rheomat 115 
viscometer did not prove successful. This was due to the very low viscosity of 
the slip, close to that of water,, and the unavailability of a couette head. This 
viscosity proved to be below the range that the machine could resolve, and so 
this investigation was abandoned. 
Instead, the stability of the slip was checked empirically by leaving the slip in a 
glass container for 24 hours and visually examining for sedimentation. It was 
found that the 0.5prn powder proved exceptionally stable, the Ipm almost as 
good, with the 4pm powder showing some sedimentation. Therefore in the 
interest of reproducibility all slip was poured into moulds within a few minutes 
of ball milling ending. 
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The moulds used for casting the slip into were commercially supplied through 
a mould making and design consultant 109. These were made to the 
specifications as detailed in Appendix G. Figure 15 below shows a three-part 
.0 
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mouid used in the course of this research. 
Figure 1.5 Slip casting moulds 
In addition to slip casting the circular thrust bearings in this conventional 
manner, an attempt was made to manufacture journal bearings through slip 
casting. A requirement for a large diameter porous journal bearing was 
highlighted by one of the sponsors of the programme, and slip casting was 
evaluated as a possible method of manufacture. 
Owing to the problem of obtaining a mould geometry suitable for a journal 
bearing by conventional slip casting, an alternative method was devised. This 
took the form of rotational slip casting. In this technique a split cylinder of 
plaster of paris filled with slip and bounded by solid aluminium ends was 
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continually rotated for 24 hours at 200 rpm until all of the slip fluid was taken 
up by the mould material. This mould is shown in figure 16 below. 
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Figure 16 Rotational slip casting mould 
Owing to the peripheral interest of this bearing geometry to the main research 
objectives, a thorough investigation was not carried out, and so the process was 
never optimised. However, it did show that it is possible to produce a bearing 
of journal type geometry, as illustrated in figure 17. 
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This figure shows a bearing produced by rotational slip casting, and though not 
perfect, indicates that with further work this could be a possible method of 
manufacture. What is shown is a complete journal and a fractured piece from 
another slip cast journal. This fractured piece shows an interesting characteristic 
of slip casting. Midway through the thickness of the section, a line can be seen. 
This line marks the point where the rate at which the removal of water from the 
slip is no longer controlled by the capillary action of the mould, but instead by 
the powder deposited on the mould wall that the water must first pass through. 
This set of trials used 0.5pm powder with a load of 300g of alumina powder ball 
milled for 24 hours in a solution of 200ml of slip liquid. 
3.1.5 INJECTION MOULDING 
Injection moulding trials of the porous ceramic bearings were undertaken on a 
Dassett 30-tonne co-injection moulding machine, shown in figure 18 below. 
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Figure 17 Porous ceramic journal bearing produced by rotational slip casting 
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Figure 18 Dassett injection moulding machine 
This machine has two separate injection moulding barrels mounted at 90' to 
one another for the purpose of co-injection into the same mould. This allows 
two separate materials to be introduced into a mould cavity at different times, 
giving the possibility of manufacturing a component with a core of one material 
and a skin of another. This concept has been demonstrated to work with both 
ceramics and metals 105. However, for the purposes of the current research, only 
one barrel was utilised. 
As smaller powder sizes had been previously identified as being better suited to 
porous ceramic bearings 5, injection moulding trials concentrated on 0.5 to 4pm 
powder sizes. Based on previous research, the powder volume fractions used 
for the feedstock were as follows: 
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Table 3 Feedstock volume fractions 
Powder Size 
------------- 
0.5pm lpm 4pm 
Volume 
Fraction 
50% 55% 50% 60% 
The majority of the work carried out was on the 0.5pm powder systems. 
Before moulding was possible it was necessary to mix the ceramic powder with 
a binder system, in a process known as compounding. The ingredients of the 
binder system are chosen to provide a workable viscosity to the mixture so it 
may be easily injected into a mould at the correct temperature. Another 
consideration related to the choice of ingredients is their removal from the part 
once moulding has taken place. As a two stage debind was planned, wax 
formed a significant volume fraction of the blend. The constitution of the blend 
used is shown in the following tables105: 
Table 4 For 50% alumina by volume 
Material Weight % 
Alumina 80.82 
Polypropylene 11.48 
Paraffin Wax 6.11 
Carnauba Wax 1.33 
Stearic Acid 0.29 
Table 5 For 55% alumina by volume 
Material Weight % 
Alumina 84.18 
Polypropylene 9.44 
Paraffin Wax 3.04 
Carnauba Wax 1.10 
Stearic Acid 0.24 
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Table 6 For 60% alumina by volume 
Material Weight % 
Alumina 90.94 
Polypropylene 5.41 
Paraffin Wax 2.88 
Carnauba Wax 0.63 
Stearic Acid 0.14 
All of the values in the above tables are quoted in terms of weight % instead of 
volume % to ease repetition of the system. 
Polypropylene is a semicrystalline polymer, which in common with other 
sernicrystalline polymers, becomes a viscous liquid when melted. This material 
provides the bulk of the binder system and is incorporated to allow the blend to 
be more easily moulded. Paraffin wax is incorporated as the main constituent to 
be removed during the solvent debind. The carnauba wax is added to help bind 
solvents and oils present in the polypropylene from sweating out during 
moulding. Stearic acid fulfils two roles. Firstly it acts as a plasticiser to the 
polypropylene, and secondly it serves as a surfactant and helps keep the 
ceramic powder uniformly dispersed 111. 
The ingredients for the binder system blend were firstly ground into a powder 
form to ensure a more even mixing. This was done by cooling the waxes and 
polymers with liquid nitrogen to below their glass transition temperature to 
make them very brittle, and grinding in a household coffee bean grinder. 
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Figure 19 Twin screw extruder 
The initial mixing was done manually in clear plastic bags. This meant that it 
was possible to visually see the uniformity of the mix, as the different colours of 
the components became blended together. This also avoided the problem of the 
waxy constituents becoming adhered to the sides of the mixing container and 
not being incorporated into the blend, as was found when using the Turbula 
TC5 figure of eight mixer. 
Once the blend was mixed to a satisfactory level, it was further processed in an 
APV MPF19 twin screw extruder, shown in figure 19. The purpose of this stage 
was to produce a more homogeneous feedstock by exposing the blend of 
powders to conditions above the melting point of all of the binder components 
and use the shearing action of the twin co-rotating screws to create a uniform 
combination of alumina, polymers, and waxes. Typical settings for this machine 
are shown in the following table: 
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Table 7 Twin screw extruder settings 
Parameter Setting 
Barrel Pressure 220 Bar 
Barrel Temperature 240'C 
Screw Speed 300 rpm 
Torque 20% 
These settings were as used previously, and found to be suitable for the blend 
of materials used here5,105. The resulting extrudate was allowed to cool before 
being pelletised to provide the correct type of feedstock for the injection- 
moulding machine. Some of this feedstock was always used to purge the barrel 
before moulding began to ensure that the risk of contamination from other 
materials that may have been used in the machine was minimised. 
The conditions that the injection-moulding machine was run at are tabulated in 
Appendix B. These are shown for the 55 % alumina blend, but did not vary 
greatly from blend to blend. These conditions were arrived at by starting with 
those used successful previously 105 and modifying the various parameters to 
optimise the conditions for each specific material. For this the experience of the 
injection moulding machine operator was invaluable in recognising the various 
moulding faults and knowing the correct parameters to adjust in order to 
overcome them. 
The design of the mould used for the thrust bearings was based on theory for 
the injection moulding of polymers. Although ceramic injection moulding has 
been used for many years now, it was surprisingly difficult to obtain mould 
design data and guidelines specifically for the moulding of ceramics. Instead, 
existing tried and tested design parameters were used from design handbooks, 
albeit is slightly modified form to account for the presence of a ceramic phase 
110,111,112,113,114,115. The resulting mould was manufactured from the drawing in 
Appendix G, and is shown mounted in the Dassett machine in figure 20 below. 
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Figure 20 Mould for thrust bearings 
This gave a mould of internal dimensions of diameter 55mm by 10mm deep. It 
was of some initial concern that the thickness of the green bearing would be too 
great as problems had been encountered in thermal debinding 4mm thick 
specimens previously 5. However, this was successfully overcome, as 
mentioned in the section on sintering. 
Shown below in figure 21 are a selection of green as-moulded bearings and full 
sintered and ground bearings. 
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Several green thrust bearings were conventionally machined to introduce 
features which it was hoped would accurately survive the debinding and 
sintering processes. Green machining is obviously less demanding than 
grinding a sintered ceramic piece as the body is much softer and less brittle. 
Also the range of machining tools for the incorporation of features into the 
bearing is greater, once sintered the bearing was limited to cylindrical and 
horizontal grinding whereas green machining could include drilling, lathe 
operations, sawing, etc. The purpose of this test was to check that if any 
detailed features were required would it be possible to machine them in before 
sintering. The resulting bearings can be seen in figure 22 below. 
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Figure 21 Green and sintered thrust bearings 
The slots were introduced with a bandsaw, whilst the holes were machined out 
using a pedestal drill. As this was a small test, no attempt was made to optimise 
the cutting conditions, meaning that the edges were often chipped during 
machining. All of the features survived, illustrating the robustness of the 
debinding and sintering process. 
Around this time interest from a sponsor led to the development of a slightly 
more complicated mould for a small journal bearing. As the thrust bearing 
mould proved so successful it was of interest to demonstrate the versatility of 
the technique to other geometries. This led to the development of the mould 
shown in Appendix G, and in figure 23 below. 
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Figure 22 Green machined thrust bearings 
The resulting journal bearings are shown in figure 24 below. What is shown are 
a selection of green as moulded bearings, and fully sintered bearings that were 
finish ground. 
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Figure 23 journal bearing mould 
Figure 24 Green and sintered journal bearing 
3.1.6 SOLVENT DEBINDING 
After moulding, it was necessary to remove the wax component of the binder 
blend in order to open a porous network within the green body. The aim of this 
system of channels was to ease the escape of the remaining polymeric 
component during thermal debinding. 
The wax was removed through use of a solvent system, which dissolved the 
wax and left the polymer unaffected. Heptane was found to have suitable 
solvent properties and so was used. In order to increase the solubility of the 
wax in the heptane, the heptane was heated. After some revision, the final 
debinding rig was as illustrated in figure 25 below. 
The main debinding container body was a large glass desiccator which was 
placed in a heated Grant water bath, model Y22, set at 90"C. A condensing 
column was fitted to the upper lid, through which refrigerated water was 
pumped, thus cooling the heptane vapour and condensing it out preventing it 
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Figure 25 Heptane debinding rig 
from escaping and allowing it to be recycled. The cooling water was provided 
by a Whitlenge HC 20 EF chiller, which circulated cold water via a closed loop 
cooling circuit. To prevent excessive evaporation of the heating bath water, 
plastic spheres were liberally spread over the exposed water surface. 
The samples were placed on a low wire tray towards the base of the desiccator. 
This was to ensure that once the heptane became saturated and the excess wax 
began to come out of solution it sank below the samples and did not cover them 
again. Heptane was added until the samples were completely covered, a smear 
of silicone grease was applied to the lid to ensure a good leak proof seal, and 
the cycle was begun. The debinding process typically took 24 hours, with a 
charge of heptane proving effective for around 36 hours before becoming 
saturated and requiring changing. All debinding took place in a fume cupboard 
to minimise the risk from the solvent vapour. 
3.1.7 SINTERING 
All conventional sintering and sintering/ debind cycles of the thrust bearings 
took place in a Pyrotherm box furnace, fitted with a Eurotherm 818 controller. 
Depending on whether it was sintering of a slip cast sample or an injection 
moulded sample, the sintering profile took one of two routes: 
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Table 8 Sintering parameters 
Route Sinter Slip cast Sinter Injection 
Moulding 
Primary Heating Ramp 50C/Min 1'C/Min 
Hold Temperature N/A 1000C 
Hold Time N/A 3 Hours 
Secondary Heating 
Ramp 
N/A 1'C/Min 
Hold Temperature N/A 200'C 
Hold Time N/A 1 Hour 
Tertiary Heating Ramp N/A 5'C/Min 
Target Temperature 1100 to 1400'C 1100 to 14000C 
Cooling Rate 50C/Min 5'C/Min 
The demonstration injection moulded journal bearings that were manufactured 
were sintered with the same temperature profile as for the thrust bearings 
above. The trial large diameter journal bearings were sintered to 1300'C using 
the ramp rates as for the other slip cast samples detailed above. 
Care had to be exercised with the injection moulded samples, as the 
temperature profile tended to suffer from considerable overshoot when started. 
This had disastrous consequences for the samples being sintered. Either the 
sample would slump, thus losing its shape, or else if the initial heating rate was 
sufficiently high the sample would burst open. This appeared to be due to gas 
entrapment within the green body. When heated quickly vapours liberated 
could not escape fast enough, and pressures built up to the point where the 
mechanical properties of the green body were exceeded. The solution to this 
was to take control of the furnace momentarily just after the cycle was started 
with the manual override option, and reduce the power output level to just a 
few percent of maximum. Once automatic control was restored the controller 
operated without any further problems. 
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1.8 POWDER SIZE CLASSIFICATION 
-he range of powder sizes investigated here paralleled those previously used 
tor porous ceramic air bearing investigations. The actual powder batches used 
were the same as supplied previously 116, and at that time particle size 
measurements were made. This work was undertaken on a Micrometrics 5100 
Sedigraph machine. Details of the procedure can be found elsewhere, and so is 
not repeated here 5. Any reference to powder size contained within this 
research programme refers to the nominal powder size as specified by the 
manufacturers. 
3.1.9 COMBINATION ROUTE BEARINGS 
Another potential technique that was investigated in the quest to find a robust 
and simple manufacturing route for porous ceramic air bearings was the 
combination route, or dip in slip (DIS) bearings. The idea was based on the two- 
layer approach successfully demonstrated previously, but without the 
manufacturing complexity and cost associated with that approach -5. 
This involved the manufacture of a coarse powder size load bearing section, 
and the addition of a thin pressure-restricting layer. The 23pm substrates 
manufactured by vibratory packing into graphite moulds and HIPing were 
used as the basis for these bearings. It was then intended that one face of such a 
substrate be placed to a set depth in a slip of 0.5pm alumina, prepared in 
accordance to that specified earlier, for a set time. It was hoped that capillary 
action would take the slip into the porous 23pm body where it would dry out 
once removed from the slip, and deposit the fine powder to form the pressure 
restricting layer once sintered. 
Due to the low number of samples tested and change in parameters, it is 
impossible to draw any pertinent information regarding the change in character 
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of samples tested and change in parameters, it is impossible to draw any 
pertinent information regarding the change in character of the bearing from the 
data presented here. Owing to greater interest in slip casting and injection 
moulding, and time restrictions, this method was never fully investigated. 
1.10 SILICON NITRIDE BEARING PREPARATION 
An initial permeability test on the silicon nitride bearings supplied by a 
sponsoring company revealed much lower and more variable than expected 
values of permeability. An investigation on the SEM revealed a surface that 
appeared smeared in a ductile manner. These were ground as specified in 
section 3.5.2. A sample micrograph is shown in figure 26. 
Figure 26 "Smearing"' on the surface of a silicon nitride bearing 
Additional work was undertaken on these bearings to clean the surfaces to 
improve the flow of gas. This was done on a CUPE single point diamond 
precision turning lathe. The resulting finish was then much cleaner, and an 
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improvement in the permeability test values was noticed. The diamond tool tip 
is shown in figure 27, indicating that the smearing seen in the micrograph was 
Figure 27 Cutting edge of diamond tool used against silicon nitride bearings 
(Courtesy Paulo Beltrao) 
3.2 Mechanical Properties 
The structural requirements for the bearing were briefly mentioned earlier. The 
maximum deflection permitted under working load was to be 10% of the 
working bearing gap. Using equation 8 given earlier and rearranging for E, the 
modulus, we obtain: - 
4 
E=0.07 
r, 
12(1- U2) 
(51-Z 
3 
p 
= 100 GPa 
Equation 9 
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certainly not ductile. 
The working stress that the bearing sees is also an important parameter, and 
84-- can be calculated from the following simple equation . 
07 = 
3prp2(3 + v) 
Equation 10 8z' 
p 
giving a working stress of 6.6MPa. A target of 35MPa was chosen for the 
bearings to allow a good margin for any uncertainties. Previous work with 
porous alumina indicates that it is possible to comfortably exceed the working 
stress even when a high volume fraction of porosity is present 5. 
3.2.1 DENSITY MEASUREMENTS 
The density measurement techniques employed here were a modified version 
of ISO 2738: 1987, and density calculated from the measured volume and mass 
of the samples. 
This calculation can be shown from the two following equations, the first 
calculates the volume of the sample; 
MI +M4 -M5 
Equation 11 
PW 
And the second calculates the open porosity; 
MI +M4 -M 1.100 Equation 12 
P, -Jýl 
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The modified version of ISO 2738: 1987 was developed at Cranfield University 
specifically to address shortcomings in the standard with respect to porous 
alumina bearings 5. Two changes resulted, firstly the choice of oil for 
impregnation was rejected in favour of deionised water, and secondly, the 
vacuum degassing of the sample and impregnation of liquid procedure was 
changed. 
Alumina has a natural affinity for water, which aids wetting of the surfaces 
during the density measurement process. Oil, the recommended fluid, is 
difficult to remove completely from the pores, and is not required in this case 
for corrosion resistance as it may be for metals. Other low surface tension 
liquids such as toluene and xylene that aid the surface wetting are flarninable 
and have health risks related to their use. This effectively precludes their use. 
The changes to the vacuum degassing stage were found necessary due to 
incomplete impregnation of the samples, leading to incorrect density 
measurements. The standard advocates placing the sample in the measurement 
liquid and drawing a vacuum until no further bubbling is observed. Owing to 
the fine pore size of the smaller powder size bearings and the resulting high 
surface tension within these pores, not all the air escaped. 
The solution was to vacuum degas the sample and liquid together until no 
further bubbling was seen., then let the degassed bearing enter the liquid. The 
surface tension effect could then be ignored, leading to full penetration of the 
pores upon repressurisation to atmospheric pressure. 
The sample was first weighed after thorough drying to give mi, before 
impregnation with the liquid to determine the porosity by Archimedes 
principle. 
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The vacuum evacuation time was set at a minimum of 15 minutes, longer if 
required. Once fully impregnated the sample was removed from the liquid and 
the excess water was wiped off. The sample was then weighed on a previously 
calibrated Sartorius Type 1712 electronic balance givingM2. M3 andM4are the 
weight of the weigh scale pan upon which the sample was placed, as measured 
in air and water respectively. The sample was then placed on the weigh scale 
pan and reweighed fully immersed in deionised water, which gaveM5. 
This modified procedure proved reliable and reproducible for repeat density 
measurements carried out on the same sample. It was also more accurate than 
the standard. 
A quicker, though slightly less accurate method of determining the density of 
the porous samples, was by calculating the bulk volume by measuring the 
geometry, and weighing the sample dry. This error was later found to be within 
3%. 
The sample was first ground to a regular geometry such as a disk, and the 
dimensions measured with a Mityotoyo digital vernier caliper, Absolute 
Digimatic model. The dimensions, such as diameter or height, were measured 
in five separate locations, and an average was taken. The samples were again 
weighed on a Sartorius Type 1712 electronic balance, capable of resolving down 
to 1Pg. 
Knowing the volume of the sample, and the mass, the density was calculated by 
dividing the latter by the former. This method was compared to the previously 
described water impregnation technique, and was found to be within a few 
percent of the figure quoted by that method. Owing to the large number of 
samples tested, this became the preferred method of determining density due to 
the time saving potential. As a check, samples were occasionally measured by 
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use of the water impregnation technique, but no significant errors were ever 
found. 
Table 9 Comparison of water impregnation with geometrical density 
measurements for 0.5pm alumina 
Measured % Measured % Measured % 
p Difference p Difference p Difference 
Water 2.612g/CM3 N/A 2.066g/CM3 N/A 2.528g/CM3 N/A 
Method 
Geometric- 2.517 3.77% 2.109 2.05% 2.655 4.77% 
al Method g/CM3 I g/CM3 I g/CM3 I I 
Table 9 gives a brief comparison of the measurements taken by both the water 
impregnation technique and that based on the geometry. As can be seen these 
are very close. Indeed it was the geometrical method that was used previously 
to check the validity of the modification to the water impregnation technique 
used here 5. Closed porosity was found to small enough to be neglected, of the 
order of less than 1 %. This was as expected, as closed porosity does not tend to 
become prevalent until the latter stages of sintering once the density reaches 
somewhere of the order of 90%. As the maximum density investigated here was 
in the region of 75%, closed porosity was insignificant. 
3.3 Experimental Rigs 
Two experiment rigs were developed specifically for use for porous air bearing 
research. These were the permeability rig and the stiffness rig. Although both of 
these rigs existed previously, it was necessary to completely rebuild them, 
developing new software for their control and data acquisition, adding new 
instrumentation, and addressing some of the shortcomings of the original 
design. 
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3.3.1 PERMEABILITY RIG 
The main function of the permeability rig was the measurement of permeability 
in accordance with BS 5600 117. This standard lays out a methodology that 
allows the determination of the fluid permeability of a permeable material in 
which the porosity is continuous or interconnecting. The tests are carried out in 
such a manner as to allow the determination of permeability in terms of viscous 
and inertial coefficients. 
The principle of operation for this test is to measure the pressure drop and 
volumetric flow rate across a permeable material, using a fluid of known 
viscosity and density. 
This rig is shown in figure 28 below. 
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Figure 28 shows the rig ready for permeability testing. Compressed air is fed to 
the rig via the computer controlled pneumatic regulator at the base of the rig, 
the air passes through the bearing in the centre, and is ejected at the top. The 
pressure drop across the bearing is recorded, along with gas temperature, 
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Figure 28 Permeability rig 
ambient air pressure, ambient temperature, volumetric flow rate, and pressure 
downstream of the bearing before the flowmeter. 
An interesting feature of the rig design is the two concentric tube arrangement. 
This is illustrated schematically in figure 29. This simple detail allows the effect 
of edge losses in the sample being measured to be ignored. As the sintered 
ceramic is permeable in every direction, not only perpendicular to the flat 
surfaces, it is inevitable that some of the high pressure gas supplied to the high 
pressure face will move sideways to escape to atmosphere. The air that is used 
for the volumetric flow rate measurements is collected at the exit to the inner 
tube on the downstream low-pressure side of the rig. The purpose of the outer 
tube is to balance the pressure in this downstream section by use of a pressure 
equalising valve situated between the exit of this tube and atmosphere. This 
valve is adjusted so that as the supply pressure is increased any pressure 
difference between the inner and outer tubes can be cancelled, so the flow 
through the flowmeter is in fact a true reading, and not affected by edge losses. 
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Figure 29 Edge loss compensation (fromI17) 
The instruments used to record data during testing were all calibrated to ensure 
accuracy in the experimental results. These instruments consisted of a collection 
of pressure gauges and flowmeters. All the pressure gauges were 
Sensortechnics 118 differential pressure gauges, and the flowmeters were 
Honeywell 119 air and gas mass flow sensors. 
In total five pressure gauges were used whose range covered 5 mbar to 10-bar 
gauge. These were a combination of 144,144LP, and 103LP series sensors. These 
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were all semiconductor piezoresistive strain bridge 0-10V linear output devices, 
with a specified accuracy of ±0.01V at FSD. 
A0 to 10-bar gauge sensor was used to check the compressed air line pressure, 
a0 to 5-bar gauge sensor checked the pressure upstream of the bearing, and 
another 0 to 5-bar gauge sensor recorded the pressure drop across the bearing. 
Downstream of the test bearing a0 to 5 mbar sensor recorded any rise above 
atmospheric pressure in the exit tube before the flowmeter, and a final ±5 mbar 
sensor read the pressure difference between the inner and outer downstream 
tubes of the rig. Atmospheric pressure was manually recorded using a mercury 
barometer. 
The calibration of each pressure sensor was checked against a previously 
calibrated Druck DPI 601 hand held calibrator device. This was done once the 
rig was complete and software was developed to allow the control and data 
capture. This allowed each channel on the computer to be calibrated to each 
sensor individually. Each sensor contained rotary pots for the adjustment of 
span and gain, allowing fine-tuning of their accuracy. 
The flowmeters were ranged as 0 to 0.21/minute, 0 to 11/minute, 0 to 
51/minute, and 0 to 201/minute sensors. These sensors were based on hot wire 
annenometry principles, with two Wheatstone bridges. The first provides 
closed loop heater control that is kept at a constant temperature above the 
ambient gas flow, while the other contains the sensing elements. The larger 
flow rate sensors gave a linear 1 to 5V output proportional to the measured 
flow, but the two smaller gave a highly non-linear response. 
As these sensors had not been used for more than a year and the original 
calibration had been carried out using nitrogen rather than air, it was 
considered prudent to check their calibration. This was undertaken using a bell 
prover. This device acts as a very large store of air that can be considered to be 
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isothermal. The temperature and pressure inside the prover is recorded during 
the test. The air can be discharged at a variety of rates to suit the flowmeter 
being tested. 
A known volume of air is allowed to escape the prover at a constant rate in a 
known time, thus giving a volumetric flow rate. All readings were over a 
minimum of 20 minutes to negate any errors introduced due to starting and 
stopping the test. 
It was found that the 0 to 0.21/ minute sensor could be adequately described by 
a 2ndorder polynomial expression and the 0 to 11/minute sensor by a 3rdorder 
polynomial. Both the 0 to 5 and 0 to 201/minute sensors were found to have 
highly linear responses. The resulting calibration graphs can be found in 
Appendix F. 
The output from the thermocouples used were calibrated by immersing them in 
boiling and iced water. 
The compressed air was supplied via a SMC Series ITV2000 electro-pneumatic 
regulator 120. This was software controlled with the output of 0 to 5 bar 
proportional to a0 to 10V input. The linearity of this device was specified as 
±1% or less at full span. After every pressure change several seconds were 
allowed to pass before recording data in order to allow the device to achieve 
steady state conditions. 
All data capture and rig control was taken care of by specifically designed 
software run on a Dell 486SX personal computer. The software chosen was 
LabView 4.1, which allowed a comprehensive programme suite to be built 
without having to first learn a command line programming language. A full 
overview of the software developed and operating procedures can be found in 
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Appendix C to E. The software also re-zeroed all of the sensors before each test 
was initiated in order to negate any sensor drift that may have taken place. 
A 16-channel National instruments AT-MIO-16D data acquisition card 
provided the interface to the PC. This was set up in a single ended non- 
referenced format, to allow full use of all of the channels. A custom power 
supply box and rig interface box were constructed to supply the various sensors 
and controllers with the correct supply voltage, and to sort the return signals to 
allow them to be fed to the correct channel on the data acquisition card. 
The permeability rig was designed in such a way that it was capable of more 
than purely permeability testing. With a small amount of alteration it could also 
be used for the bubble test, a simple test to determine the largest through pore 
size, the extended bubble test/ which allows the largest surface pore size to be 
determined, and gives a qualitative assessment of the uniformity of pore size 
across the bearing surface. 
3.3.1 .1 Measurement Procedure - Permeability 
Once the sample was secured in the rig and the software initiated the test was 
begun. The appropriate flowmeter was installed on the rig, and pressure was 
introduced to the lower section of the test rig. All tests were initiated at an 
opening pressure of 0.75 bar, and continued until the flowmeter approached its 
maximum calibrated value, or the pressure in the tube reached 5 bar. In the case 
where a flowmeter did not have the required range to run to 5 bar, a check was 
made with the next largest meter. 
In every case the final flow rate exceeded the initial by a minimum factor of 10, 
and 18 readings were taken at equal pressure increments. The software 
automatically calculated a mean value of the data to be recorded at every point 
in order to eliminate any transient results. Unfortunately the data acquisition 
system did not prove to be completely inert from electrical noise generated 
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from other equipment in use in the laboratory despite extensive grounding and 
shielding, and so each data point recorded was taken as the average of 100 
consecutive samples. This was in addition to waiting several seconds between 
each pressure increase for the flow to achieve steady state conditions. The 
volume flow, pressure, temperature, density and viscosity of the air were 
corrected to the mean conditions in the test piece from standard tables 121 in 
accordance with BS 5600. 
The data resulting from this test are then plotted in terms of; 
Ap. A 
y 
e. Q. q 
Equation 13 
Q-p 
Equation 14 
A. z7 
Linear curve fitting by a least-squares method was applied to the resulting 
graph, and the intercept with the y-axis and the slope of the line are calculated. 
The value of the intercept gives the reciprocal of the viscous permeability, and 
the value of the slope of the line gives the reciprocal of the inertial permeability. 
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Figure 30 Zero error correction 
As was found previously 5, zero errors played a significant part in the accuracy 
of the test, and so before the data were converted to the format required by the 
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standard, the recorded flow was plotted against pressure drop. Curve fitting 
was used to estimate a zero error in the flow that was then either added to or 
subtracted from the measured value as appropriate. 
This was done by obtaining a best-fit line from the data and calculating where it 
crosses the pressure axis. The value at which this occurred was taken as the 
zero error. These appear to be due to the poor resolution of the flowmeters at 
the lower end of their calibration. Figure 30 illustrates a second order 
polynomial curve which has been fitted to the data to provide a beast fit line. 
The equation of this line is shown on the figure, and is then used to calculate 
the zero flow error by setting the x values to zero. Figure 31 gives an example of 
the graph resulting from the analysis according to BS 5600: Part 3: Section 3.6. 
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Figure 31 Permeability measurement plot 
3.3.1.2 Measurement Procedure - Bubble Pore Test and Extended Bubble 
Pore Test 
The purpose of the bubble pore test and the extended bubble pore test was to 
estimate the size of the pores within, and on, the surface of the samples. It also 
provided a qualitative appreciation of the spatial variation of the pore sizes 
across the surfaces. This test is in accordance to ISO 4003 39. The permeability 
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rig was altered to accommodate this test by removing the mid tube in the low 
pressure section, and appropriate software was written to control the rig. 
The procedure was to impregnate fully the sample with deionised water and 
apply a pressure ramp of between 0 and 50mbar per second to one side. A 
known head of water was placed on the low-pressure side, and the pressure at 
which the first bubble appeared was recorded. The largest through pore was 
then calculated in accordance with the relationship described in section 2.5.4. 
A visual indication of the spatial distribution was possible by continuing to 
increase the pressure in the supply tube, and pausing the ramp where desired. 
Once bubbling was general across the surface, the supply pressure was reduced 
until the final point where bubbling took place just ceased. This was 
determined as the reverse bubble pore test, and the pore size calculated using 
the relationship in section 2.5.4 gave the largest surface pore. 
Whilst this technique was tried on various candidate bearings it quickly became 
apparent that with the limited pressure range available of 5 bar gauge only 
relatively large pores could be cleared. This was due to the pressures required 
to clear the smaller pore sizes. The mean diameter for 7pm powder was found 
previously to be approximately 0.7pM 5. If we assume that pores are of the 
order of 1/10t1l the powder size, then rearranging the relationship given in 
section 2.5.4 we obtain: 
4. )/w 
+ p,,. g. hw dp 
Equation 15 
If we were to investigate a 0.5prn powder whose mean pore size was also 1/10th 
the powder size, or 0.05pm, the resulting pressure required to clear that pore 
would be over 58 bar. 
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Given the constraints on equipment this was obviously not possible. For this 
reason no further development work was carried out on the bubble pore tests, 
nor on the dynamic water expulsion test 122,123,124,125,126, This test has in the past 
proved valuable for determination of the distribution of pore size within porous 
bodies 127 
It soon became clear that 4pm alumina powder was the largest powder size that 
operated in a stable manner as a bearing, and therefore this technique became 
redundant. Instead another method had to be used assess the pore size 
distribution. 
The university intended to purchase a mercury porosimeter, and advantage 
was taken of the opportunity to trial equipment from the two competing 
companies. These were Micromeritics and Quantachrome with their 
Penetrometer and Poremaster respectively. 
A single 0.5pm bearing was sectioned and half was sent to each company for 
analysis. The resulting data regarding pore diameter is summarised in figure 32 
below. 
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Figure 32 0.5pm pore diameter comparison 
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What is obvious from this graph is that both sets of equipment are in broad 
agreement as to the pore size distribution. The relevant data provided from 
these analyses is tabulated below. 
Table 10 Mercury porisimitry comparison 
Data Range Micromeritics Quantachrome 
Pressure Range 0.62 - 59938.23 PISA 0.883 - 29747.932 PSIA 
Pore Diameter Range 290.0823 - 0.003pm 202.678986 - 0.006017pm 
Bulk Density 3.0358 g/ml 
Skeletal Density 3.9957 g/ mL 
Pore Surface Area 8.297 M2/ g 7.7771M2/ g 
Porosity 24.0236% 
Mean Pore Diameter 
(Volume) 
3.81E-2 pm 3.506E-2 pm 
Mode Pore Diameter 
(Volume) 
7.400E-3 pm 
Median Pore Diameter 
(Volume) 
6.82E-2 pm 7.571E-2 pm 
Mean Pore Diameter (Area) 3.506E-2 pm 
Mode Pore Diameter (Area) 7.400E-3 ýim 
Median Pore Diameter 
(Area) 
4.18E-2 jim 7.802E-3 pm 
All the data in the above table is as reported by the two manufacturers. As the 
work was done by the manufacturers independently, no further details were 
available regarding the accuracy, precision, or reproducibility of the machines 
used. 
Unfortunatelv, it was only possible to measure one sample. This technique for 
I 
pore size distribution is obviously limited in the current application as the 
sample is non-returnable due to the problem of incomplete mercury removal 
from the pores. However, from the above data we can see that the mean pore 
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size can be taken as approximately 3.5E-2pm. If we were to repeat the 
calculation earlier to determine the pressure at which the bubble pore test 
would clear the largest pore, we find that we would require a massive 84.4 bar. 
By means of comparison, the density of the above 0.5pm powder size sample as 
measured by geometry alone was 2.945g/ CM3, an error of 3 %. 
3.3.2 STIFFNESS RIG 
The purpose of the stiffness rig was to accurately measure the bearing 
performance under steady state conditions. Figure 33 below shows the actual 
rig, and figure 34 illustrates the main features. 
rigure 33 Stiffness rig 
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Figure 34 Schematic of stiffness rig, (from5) 
The principle of operation of this equipment was to seal the test bearing in a 
holder and supply compressed air at a predetermined pressure to the cavity 
above it. The bearing had a step machined around the circumference that acted 
as a location shoulder to trap the bearing in the holder between the top and 
bottom halves of the holder. 
As well as providing the air supply to the bearing, this holder contained four 
inductive displacement sensors around the outer circumference to record the 
bearing gap and tilt. These were Kaman SMU-9200-15N inductive sensors that 
were calibrated against a 316 stainless steel target. They were set up to provide 
a 50pm range with a 100pm offset with a linearity of better than 0.5% of span. 
Their position was adjusted by means of a fine screw that allowed them to be 
set individually in order to take into account any height difference between 
bearings. 
The counterface was a large block of 316 stainless steel, lapped to better than 
Ipm over 50mm. In the centre of the counterface block a fine capillary hole was 
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drilled which led to a5 bar pressure sensor of the type used on the permeability 
rig. By moving the bearing across this hole during the test, and determining the 
position of the bearing by use of a micrometer adjustment, the pressure profile 
under the bearings could be captured. 
The supply pressure to the bearing could be varied by use of a manual rotary 
valve, as could the load applied to the bearing. This load was applied by the use 
of a pneumatic cylinder above the bearing. This cylinder was designed to be as 
free acting as possible and used a double entry slot-restricted journal bearing to 
guide the shaft. Both the pressures to the bearing supply and load cylinder 
were recorded via 5 bar gauge sensors as before. The magnitude of the load 
applied was calculated from the geometry of the piston and the pressure 
supplied, with an allowance for the dead weight of the system. A load cell was 
incorporated but not used, as it was found to be out of calibration and suffered 
greatly from drift. 
Varying the load through the use of pressure in a pneumatic cylinder meant 
that no changes in the mass of the system took place. This was specifically to 
avoid any instability that may be caused by the dead weight of the bearing128. 
Where the shaft contacted the bearing holder roof, a ball end made contact into 
the centre of the holder. This pin jointed approach ensured no moments could 
be transferred from the shaft to the bearing. 
The same PC and data acquisition system that was used for the permeability rig 
was used. Further software was developed for this test that allowed real-time 
display of various bearing parameters such as each inductive sensor gap, the 
mean gap, supply pressure, and bearing load, as well as alarms to warn of 
touchdown. The position of the bearing relative to the pressure tapping in the 
counterface was entered manually, and all data could be saved to disk. In 
common with the permeability data acquisition, all data was first smoothed to 
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remove spurious spikes that could give erroneous measurements in a similar 
manner. 
Although extremely accurate, the Kaman inductive sensors were found to drift 
considerably over time. To counter this effect, the software re-zeroed the 
sensors between tests. 
Two sets of tests were undertaken for each bearing. Firstly, the load from the 
load cylinder was incrementally increased from zero until the bearing just 
touched the counterface. The load on the bearing and the resulting bearing gap 
were recorded. This was done with three different supply pressures, 5 bar, 4 
bar, and 3 bar, and allowed the calculation of the bearing stiffness under 
various supply conditions. The details for this calculation are to be found in the 
Results and Discussion chapter under the Bearing Stiffness section. 
The other test was the pressure profile test. Set bearing gaps were imposed on 
the bearing and it was traversed across the pressure sensor. The bearing supply 
pressure was kept constant at 5 bar for these tests. The gaps were chosen to be 
2.5pm, 5pm, 7.5pm, and 10pm, as well as one allowing the bearing to float 
freely with only the dead weight of the holder and load shaft acting. 
3.4 Microscopy 
All electron microscopy was carried out on an ABT 55 electron microscope 
fitted with a conventional film camera. The macro photography used a Sony 
MVC-FD5 digital camera. 
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3.5 Other Equipment 
3.5.1 SURFACE PROFILOMETRY 
Surface profilometry was undertaken using a Talysurf 10 and a Talysurf 120L, 
while the roundness profiles used a Talyrond. These devices, though different 
in application, operate in a similar manner. Both depend on a stylus traversing 
the surface to record the profile. The outputfrom. the stylus is amplified and fed 
to a chart recorder. The gain on the amplifier is user adjustable, allowing the 
level of detail to be varied. 
The Talyrond gives a graphical output that allows an estimate of out of 
roundness to be calculated. It also gives a visual indication of the smoothness of 
the surface that it measures. 
The Talysurf 10 can calculate a value for Ra as well as outputting a graphical 
indication of the surface. R,, is a measure of the surface, and is defined as the 
arithmetic mean of the absolute values of the profile departures within the 
measuring length129. There are many other terms that can be used to define a 
surface, however R,, is all that this particular model would report. 
As the surface is porous, a low value of R,, will never be seen as the stylus will 
always fall into holes as it traverses the surface. What this technique was 
particularly good at was highlighting the difference between grinding methods. 
All bearings were conventionally ground, but several were additionally 
reground with a Tetraform grinding machine (see next section). This machine 
was capable of obtaining much flatter surfaces than the conventional one, and 
so in effect all that were left were valleys as the peaks had been removed. 
The Talysurf 120L was used only infrequently as it required a trained operator 
to be present, who was not always available. 
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3.5.2 GRINDING 
All conventional table grinding of the flat parallel surfaces on the bearings was 
done using a Elbe Werke surface grinder. The wheel was a D76 50 BR4A, and 
the speed was 2700rpm. All of the cylindrical grinding was undertaken on a 
Jones and Shipman universal grinding machine. 
Some additional grinding of the bearing surfaces was undertaken using a 
Tetraf orm grinding machine. This machine was designed as a three-axis vertical 
spindle cup wheel grinder, with maximum stiffness in mind. It has an unusual 
geometry for a grinding machine, based around the shape of a tetrahedral 
structure which can be seen in figure 35. 
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Grinding work with this machine has led to previously unattainable levels of 
surface finish through a grinding process. Despite being at an early stage of 
development, it proved that it would be an extremely useful tool for the 
finishing cuts on the bearing surface. 
3.5.3 MODULI MEASUREMENT 
All testing of the elastic, torsional moduli, as well as Poisson Is ratio, was carried 
out in a non-destructive manner. This allowed the properties of every potential 
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bearing to measured. This gave a measure of the effect of the different 
processing routes, sintering temperatures, etc., which is of interest to as any 
significant deviation from the desired bearing properties can lead to excessive 
bearing pad deflection, or even failure of the bearing. Previous work had used a 
concentric ring compression test to evaluate the mechanical properties in a 
destructive manner. As the aim of this research progranu-ne was to generate as 
large a data set as possible, it was preferred to not resort to this approach. 
Instead, a Lemmings Grindosonic Mk5 was used. This device when attached to 
a computer running EMOD version 9.15 software, allowed the calculation of E 
and G moduli, as well as Poisson's ratio, starting from the object's physical 
characteristics (dimensions and mass) and its natural frequency. 
The principle of operation of this device was based on frequency measurement 
of the disks in two modes of vibration 130. The disk was set to vibrate in the 
flexural and torsional modes, and the vibrational frequency was measured by a 
small contacting pickup placed at the diameter of the sample. The readings of 
the measured frequencies were subject to certain limits, the ratio of flexural to 
torsional frequency had to be within 1.35 to 1.9, and the calculations were based 
on the work of Glandus 131. This data, along with data relating to the mass, 
thickness and diameter of the sample allowed the software to calculate the 
values of moduli and Poisson's ratio. The major advantage of this method was 
that every bearing could be tested at an early stage of the manufacturing 
process, giving a large range of data. The non-destructive testing enabled the 
candidate bearings to double as both mechanical test pieces, as well as later on 
as real test bearings. This increased the amount of data that was available from 
a set number of bearings. 
The testing was undertaken before the bearing was ground to its finished 
dimensions. In order for this approach to work the bearing had to be in the 
form of a regular shaped disk. After sintering the samples were ground to the 
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finished thickness, (6.5mm), but the cylindrical grinding was only to give a 
smooth., nominally round, outer edge. The geometry was measured using a 
digital vernier calliper, as mentioned previously, and this data, along with the 
mass as weighed on a Sartorious balance was entered into the computer. 
The disks were then placed on a thin X shaped foam support, designed to allow 
the disk to vibrate in the desired modes. The pickup from the Lemmings 
machine was placed against the side of the disk, and the top of the sample was 
struck lightly with a small hammer. Depending on where the sample was 
struck it was possible to obtain different modes of vibration. The frequency of 
this vibration was displayed on the Lemmings machine, and once consistent 
readings were obtained, the data was entered into the computer. 
The computer then calculated the corresponding values of flexural and 
torsional moduli, along with a value for Poissonýs ratio. 
As this method depended upon the pickup receiving the frequency of the 
vibration that travelled across the surfaces of the sample, it was highly sensitive 
to surface flaws. Any imperfection such as an area of large porosity meant that 
it was difficult to obtain consistent meaningful data for the frequency of 
vibration. Any surface cracks made this method useless. The torsional mode of 
vibration was particularly susceptible to erroneous random readings due to 
this. However, once some experience was built up with several different 
samples, it was possible for the user to obtain a feel for the correct values. By 
carefully selecting the point to be tapped and setting up the supports with 
precision, an obvious pattern could be spotted amongst the data reported by the 
Lemmings device. 
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4 Results and Discussion 
4.1 Permeability and Open Porosity 
The manner in which permeability varies with open porosity is shown in 
figures 36 and 37. Figure 36 shows the relationship between viscous 
permeability and open porosity, while figure 37 shows the relationship between 
inertial permeability and open porosity. These two graphs are plotted using a 
log/ log scale, resulting in linear relationships. 
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Using a log curve fit for the data for the different series of powder size, it is 
possible to describe the relationship between the permeability and the porosity 
by the use of equations of the form: 
(Pv = k. ýoa 
(Pi = ki. ýob 
These results are tabulated below 
Table 11 Relationship between permeability and porosity 
Powder Size (microns) k a ki b 
23 2.31E-12 1.92 2.75E-05 5.04 
7 5.87E-13 3.97 3.88E-05 6.33 
4 1.99E-12 5.15 4.98E-05 9.10 
1 1.63E-12 4.81 5.12E-05 10.85 
0.5 1.06E-12 6.03 1.34E-05 10.25 
Si3N4 3.54E-11 7.79 5.79E-05 13.14 
Equation 16 
Equation 17 
The values quoted as powder size in the above table are nominal and are as 
designated by the manufacturer. No attempt was made to verify the actual 
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powder size. Owing to the angular nature of the alumina powder it is likely 
that no two methods for particle size measurement would produce the same 
result. It is therefore recommended that this term be treated with caution. 
However, the powder grades used in the course of this research were from 
existing batches which had been investigated previously. 
These values of k, a, ki, and b prove to be similar to previous work. In the table 
shown below, table 12, the results of Kwan 5 are shown. These data were 
generated in a similar manner to the data shown here, on the same equipment. 
It is worth noting that the constants are quite similar, despite originating from 
different experimental sets. This gives some confidence in the equipment and 
procedure. The powder size values given are as measured by a sedigraph, while 
the values in brackets are the nominal values quoted by the manufacturer. 
No obvious fit exists between the powder size d, and k, although using a 
power law correlation yields the following relationship: 
7.74E-2 1.24E-12. dw 
For a, the following fit proved the most accurate: 
3.68E-3. dw2- 2.50E-l. dw + 5.71 
Equation 18 
Equation 19 
Table 12 Relationship between permeability and porosity - comparison 
Powder Size (microns) k a ki b 
42 3.20E-12 0.948 6.8E-5 4.44 
22.6(23) 3.02E-12 1.82 1.6E-5 3.50 
12.2(13) 5.47E-12 3.46 4.29E-05 5.06 
6.25(7) 1.09E-11 4.94 3.17E-05 6.99 
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By way of comparison, the relationships found by Kwan for k and a with dw are 
listed below: 
2.74E-15. dw-0.68 
a= -5.4lEl3. dw3+ 7.94E9. dw2 - 3.83E5. dw + 7.05 
Equation 20 
Equation 21 
At first glance it is surprising that there exists such a difference in the value of 
the power law component for k between these two works (equation 18 and 
equation 20). This appears largely due to the difference between the value of k 
for the 7 micron powder. Owing to the relatively low number of points with 
which to curve fit, any point that deviates has a strong effect on the curve, and 
the difference in value for k is two orders of magnitude. Combining the two sets 
of data we obtain the following relationships for k and a. 
k=1.53E-12. dwO. 243 
2.72E3. dw2 - 2.29El. dw + 5.75 
Equation 22 
Equation 23 
Whilst the best fit relationships equations vary, these two sets of figures 
illustrate that both viscous and inertial permeability vary strongly with the level 
of open porosity. Powder size in comparison also has an effect, in general the 
larger the powder particles the larger the permeability, but the magnitude is 
secondary compared to the porosity effect. 
Other authors also found a similar effect previously. Tabulated below in table 
13 are data for other analyses carried out by other authors using a slightly 
different power law model: 
(1) = k. ýa. dwb Equation 24 
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Table 13 Compilation of Previous Work 
Reference Equation k a b 
Robinson65 (D = 4.38 2.18 
k. ýa. dwb 
Cliffel 66 (D = -- 1.871 1.871 
k. ýa. dwb 
German67 (D = 4.6E-11 6.8 0.73 
k. ýa. d, ýb 
German67 (data from (D = 4.8E-13 4.8 1.3 
Smith68) k. ýa. dwb 
Smith68 (D = 190 2.42 -2.42 
k. ýa. Svb 
The above data results from the analysis of generally much larger particle sizes 
than are of use in the development of a single layer porous aerostatic bearing as 
is the aim here. The data covers a range in particle sizes from 5 to 715[im, and 
the materials consisted of nickel and stainless steel. What they illustrate that is 
of interest is the variability of the constants found. These data sets represent 
powders of more than two magnitudes difference in size, which doubtless 
encompass an equally wide variety of flow conditions and particle aspect ratios. 
This then overall shows that a certain amount of circumspect is required when 
evaluating potential powder types due to the variability in their nature. 
4.2 Processing Conditions and Open Porosity 
4.2.1 ALUMINA BEARINGS 
The investigation into the relationship between the effect of temperature and 
the resulting open porosity is illustrated in Figure 38. This graphically 
illustrates the relationship between the open porosity and the sintering/low 
pressure HIPing temperature for a range of alumina powder sizes. It shows, as 
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expected, that the higher temperatures result in more dense structures. All the 
data were for a one hour sinter/ HIP. 
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Figure 38 Open porosity as a function of processing temperature 
These appear to vary in a largely linear manner, though due to the limited 
range of data it is expected that if expanded they would describe an exponential 
curve, as predicted by the Arrhenius equation, and they also show that the 
smaller powder sizes produce denser bodies for the same temperature. For 
example, taking a temperature of 13000C, we can see that the 0.5 micron slip 
cast material has a level of open porosity of approximately 23%, while for the 4 
micron slip cast material the open porosity rises to around 43%. 
It also serves to illustrate the effect of green density on the final body. Taking 
the 0.5 micron injection moulded data as an example, it can be seen that the 55% 
green density data results in approximately 5% greater fired density than the 
50% green density for the same sintering temperature. Another trend of note is 
that the slip cast samples reach a higher density for a given sintering 
temperature, indicating that they possessed a higher green density than the 
injection moulded samples. 
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It is worth noting that the data for the 7 micron and 23 micron were HIPed at a 
iow pressure. This was due to the unavaiiabinty of an atmospheric furnace 
1L capable of Che 11-Ligher temperatures required to sinter them. The effect of 
pressure was thought to be small, as the HIP was run at no more than the 
minimum required to allow it to function, approximately 2 bar gauge. 
Previously, Kwan, 5 showed that the effect of high pressure HIPing affected the 
resulting porosity slightly. However, the data were generated over a pressure 
range of 1500 bar, and so it is assumed that the difference of only a few bar will 
have a negligible effect on the accuracy of the analysis. 
The consistency in the data shows that it should be possible to select the 
appropriate sintering temperature for a given level of open porosity, for any 
given powder size. This could be modelled through the use of the Arrhenius 
equation: 
ka = AA. exp(-EaIRT) Equation 25 
, Given a greater range of data it would be possible to determine values for the 
above variables. 
The rate of densification was also examined as a function of temperature. 
Densification was defined as the change in density during the sintering period. 
Knowing the initial density from the green body data, and the final density 
from measurements made to the fired bodies, the amount of densification could 
be calculated. This data is plotted in figure 39. 
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Densification vs Sinter Temperature 
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Figure 39 Densification as a function of temperature 
It can be seen that the densification increases with temperature. Also, the 
smaller the powder size, the greater the densification. 
The amount of closed porosity was measured f or several samples to evaluate 
whether it was significant. This was done by utilizing the method developed by 
Kwan, 5, described in the Experimental Procedure chapter. It was concluded that 
for the sample set measured, the amount of closed porosity was very small, less 
than 1 %, which was considered to be small enough to be neglected. 
4.2.2 SILICON NITRIDE BEARINGS 
For the silicon nitride, figure 40 shows the trends in the final open porosity with 
pressing conditions. Unfortunately the full range of processing data for these 
materials was not made available. However, what is clear from the data is that I 
for the powder that consisted of a close particle size distribution (the SPSD data 
set), the open porosity dropped as pressing pressure increased. This is perhaps 
to be expected, as the greater green density will normally result in a greater 
final density. 
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Figure 40 Open porosity as a function of pressing conditions 
The opposite is the case with the large particle size distribution powders (the 
LPSD data set). Here we see that as the pressing pressure is increased the final 
open porosity decreases, contrary to the previous case. This can be explained by 
the change in powder size distribution and an understanding of the process 
used to fabricate the bearings. Owing to the lack of data for the actual 
manufacturing process, it is impossible to categorically state a reason, but the 
following hypothesis gives a likely scenario. The process used to produce the 
ceramic was a reaction bonding mechanism where silicon powder is pressed at 
temperature in a nitrogen atmosphere. The nitrogen reacts with the solid silicon 
powder to form silicon nitride. Given enough time, temperature, and sufficient 
quantities of nitrogen, the ceramic so produced tends to Si3N4, but it is possible 
that at the end of a pressing run that not all of the silicon has converted to 
silicon nitride. This means that for the larger powder particles, whose volume 
to surface area ratio is larger, that an appreciable quantity of free silicon would 
remain. This quantity could be estimated by sectioning samples and 
undertaking an EDX examination on an SEM. 
The above open porosity graphs were calculated using density data forSi3N4, 
which of course may not be applicable for the samples using the larger range in 
powder size. As silicon has a lower density than silicon nitride, the level of 
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open porosity appears to be larger than for the lower particle size distribution 
samples, which would convert to silicon nitride at a much more uniform rate. 
As pressing pressure is increased, density for the large particle size distribution 
samples appears to reduce, from a value fairly similar to the small particle size 
distribution powder of approximately 0.3 at a pressing pressure of 5000psi (345 
bar), to an average of almost 0.4 at 15000psi (1035 bar). 
As pressing pressure increases, the powders become packed ever closer, so it is 
not unreasonable to assume that the rate at which nitrogen is able to react with 
the remaining free silicon will decrease. This will in turn lead to those samples 
processed at the highest pressures having the highest levels of free silicon 
remaining, which has the effect of appearing to increase the level of open 
porosity as the true density of the samples is not used for the calculations here. 
This argument is backed up by figure 41. 
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Figure 41 Variation in E with powder size distribution and pressing conditions 
This shows the variation in Youngs" Modulus as a function of the pressing 
pressure and the powder size distribution. As the pressing pressure is increased 
for the sample set consisting of the small powder size distribution we see 
clearly that the trend is to increase the resulting value of E. The opposite is true 
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of the large powder size distribution data sets. Here we see increasing the 
pressing pressure leads to a reduction in Youngs" Modulus. As the modulus of 
silicon is much lower than silicon nitride (131GPa vs 304GPa) 132, any remaining 
silicon will reduce the overall measured E value. 
The relationship between the open porosity and the value of Youngs' Modulus 
for each data set is also shown in figure 42. 
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Figure 42 Variation of Youngs' Modulus with open porosity f orSi3N4 
It can be seen that the trend is that the samples with the lowest values of open 
porosity give the highest recorded values of E. As explained previously, it is 
likely that the true value of open porosity for the large particle size distribution 
sets are erroneous in this case due to the value taken for their density 
measurements. 
4.2.3 Dip IN SLIP 
The data tabulated below shows the increase in density recorded with this 
process after sintering. 
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Table 14 DIS Parameters 
-! 
ýý 
- 
Depth of Slip (mm) % Increase in Den 
15 4 5.90 
30 3.5 6.22 
45 2 3.13 
60 5 2.90 
75 4 4.27 
90 3 4.36 
As can be seen from the data, this was purely a preliminary investigation. As 
both time and depth of slip were varied it is impossible to conclude much from 
this limited data set. What can be seen though is that in each case an increase in 
density resulted. 
What is particularly interesting is the following micrograph showing the 
penetration of the 0.5pm powder in figure 43, and the density profile that it 
took. In particular, the deepest point that the slip entered to is very well 
defined. 
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Figure 43 DIS penetration micrograph 
This pronounced cut off line, along with the surface loading of the 0.5[tm in the 
23pm matrix, shows that this method carries potential as a substitute 
manufacturing route. Unfortunately, insufficient 0.5pm alumina was deposited 
to overcome instability problems as was shown when ground for stiffness 
testing. An alternative way forward with this technique would be to abandon 
the 23pm powder and instead use a smaller grade, such as the 7pm. This would 
reduce the sintering temperature, negate the use of a HIP, and lower the 
amount of 0.5pm alumina that would need to be deposited to overcome 
instability as the resulting pores would be much finer. 
4.3 Mechanical Properties 
Looking at figure 44, Young's Modulus is plotted as a function of density. Here 
we can see the effect that the porosity has on the resulting mechanical 
properties for all the alumina discs tested. 
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Figure 44 Modulus data for each bearing type 
In general the trend is an increase in Young"s Modulus with an increase in 
density. This is as expected, as the denser a body is, the fewer faults it contains, 
and so it becomes stronger and stiffer. 
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A notable exception is the 4 micron slip cast data. Here the data show a great 
range of values of Young"s Modulus for a reasonably consistent density. The 
reason for this lies with the surface finish of the discs used for the tests. As the 
technique used for the evaluation of the mechanical properties was highly 
sensitive to surface flaws it was sometimes difficult to obtain accurate data from 
samples whose surface was machined less than satisfactorily, or contained 
small defects. Unfortunately this was the case for the 4-micron discs tested here. 
Several contained surface flaws due to porosity,, thus giving the appearance of a 
large spread of data. It is highly likely that the range should be much lower, but 
due to the limitations of the testing equipment and the method by which these 
results are calculated, the appearance is that of a large degree of scatter. 
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Figure 45 Youngs" Modulus as a function of density 
If all the data for all the alumina powders are taken together, without any heed 
to the powder size or process temperature, figure 45 is generated. Here, density 
is again examined with respect to Young"s Modulus, but this time best-fit lines 
are added using a combination of power law and exponential functions. The 
critical porosity best fit an exponential form and is explained below. Lumping 
all the data together in this manner also serves to circumnavigate limitations 
with the software package used to present the data. It was found to be 
impossible to trend data from more than one set, so in order to allow a 
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comparison to be made with previously published work, it was necessary to 
forego the ability to display the different groups of data individually. 
For the power law, this gives a best-fit equation of the form y= aXb,, where the 
constants a and b are found to be 276 and 4.11 respectively. Continuing this 
analysis for Torsional Modulus, G, and Poisson's Ratio, figures 46 and 47 are 
generated as shown below. Again, best-fit lines are added to the results and the 
equations describing these lines are tabulated below. 
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Figure 46 Torsional Modulus as a function of density 
Several authors have in the past attempted to correlate the level of porosity in a 
body with the resulting modulus. Two of the more common methods used 
describe the relationship using exponential or power law functions. 
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Figure 47 Poissons ratio as a function of density 
Typical of these two approaches are Duckworth133using the exponential form, 
and Wagh134, who proposed a power law relationship, both shown below. 
E= Eo. e 
Eo. (l- Qa 
Equation 26 
Equation 27 
The power law form was earlier proposed by Phani 135, albeit in a slightly 
modified form. This contains the critical porosity term ýcr. at which the elastic 
modulus becomes zero. 
E= Eo. (l -ý/ 
ýcr)a Equation 28 
This critical porosity was curve fitted by Wagh to be = 1, hence the simplified 
relationship in equation 24. A 
Using the experimental data generated in this present investigation, curve 
fitting revealed the following set of constants, which are tabulated in table 15 
below. I 
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Table 15 Experimentally derived property relationships, present analysis 
Elastic Constant X= Xo. (J-Qa 
[134] 
X= Xo. e-bý 
[133] 
X= XO. (1-ý/ ýa) a 
[1351 0.95 
Empirical Constants X0 a X0 b X0 a 
Flexural Modulus E (GPa) 276 4.11 464 6.62 267 3.77 
Torsional Modulus G 
(GPa) 
135 4.38 234 7.05 130 4.03 
Poisson's Ratio 0.205 0.900 0.239 1.55 0.203 0.821 
Taking the flexural modulus of fully dense alumina to be 410GPa136, it can be 
seen that the constants generally fall some way short. In part this can be 
attributed to the data presented here for analysis. As can be seen from figures 
46 to 48, the data are subject to a fair degree of scatter. As mentioned 
previously, the method used here to evaluate the mechanical properties was 
very sensitive to the surface finish of the test piece. Unfortunately, the quality of 
machining was not always as high as was desired with poor surface finishes in 
general, leading to values of modulus lower than those previously reported. 
As an example of the importance of surface defect on the measured modulus 
for these 4pm alumina bearings, an injection-moulded sample of density 
2.297g/cm3gave values of flexural and torsional moduli of 42.73 and 19.08 GPa 
respectively. A slip cast bearing of density 2.479g/cm3 gave values for these 
moduli of only 2,6.10 and 9.112 GPa respectively. The slip cast sample was noted 
as having a hole visible on the upper surface, doubtless due to trapped air from 
the moulding process, so despite being denser, it still recorded lower values of 
E and G. 
The value of ý, was determined by trial and error in fitting the curve to the data 
to provide a reasonable fit. It is interesting to note that for the relationship 
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involving the critical porosity term proposed by Phani that the constant was 
experimentally derived to be 0.95, very close to the value of 1 found by Wagh. 
Software allowing, the goodness of fit for the best fit lines shown above could 
be determined. One can evaluate the statistical significance of the goodness-of- 
fit of a particular model via a Chi-square test. There exist two types of Chi- 
squares, the traditional Pearson Chi-square statistic and the maximum 
likelihood ratio Chi-square statistic. In practice, the interpretation and 
magnitude of those two Chi-square statistics are essentially identical 
In addition to the results found in the present analysis, those found previously 
by Kwan5are added in the following table. 
Table 16 Experimentally derived property relationships, previous analysis5 
Elastic Constant X= Xo. (J-ý)a 
[134] 
X= Xo. e-bý 
[1331 
X= XO-(1-ý/ ýcr)a 
[1351 ý, r 0.625 
Empirical Constants X0 a X0 b X0 a 
Flexural Modulus E (GPa) 479.7 3.91 576.1 5.38 409.5 1.82 
Torsional Modulus G 
(GPa) 
193 3.82 230.8 5.26 165.4 1.78 
Poisson's Ratio 0.244 1 0.508 1 0.25 t 0.71 1 0.239 1 0.234 
In contrast to the results reported here, the work by Kwan5 suggested that a 
better fit was through the use of the power law fits. The higher values for Xo 
found in the course of this particular research program, resulted from the 
utilisation of a larger range of porosity from a series of samples that were 
machined more exactingly. 
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4.4 Permeability Ratio 
A criterion that can be used to determine the fluid flow characteristics through 
a porous bearing is the ratio between the viscous and inertial permeabilities. 
It can be stated that the effects of inertial flow can be neglected when the 
inertial term as defined by Forchheimer is much smaller that the viscous one, 
i. e.: 
zp. il. (Q A P) 
(Dv 
or 
(DV 
<< 
il. Ap 
(Di P-Q 
zp. p. (Q / Ap) 
2 
(Di 
Assuming a perfect gas, 
P ref 
R. T 
Also, from the derivation in Appendix A, 
22 
PI -P2 
2. P ref 
_ 
il. (Q / 
(De 
Substituting for (Q / Ap) and 
(DV 
<< 
2. il'. R. TZp 
(Di PI 
2 
-P2 
2 (1) 
e 
Equation 29 
Equation 30 
Equation 31 
Equation 32 
Equation 33 
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For a given bearing design, however, the term (De / zp should be constant. This 
is because a larger thickness would be required for a more permeabie material 
in order to achieve the same degree of pressure restriction. Taking the 
measured data from a typical bearing as an example, (a 0.5 micron injection 
moulded bearing), Oe / zp = 6.16E-13 for a bearing number of 23.7 and a 
working gap of 2.5 ýtm. 
Knowing the operating conditions of the bearing, the right hand side of 
equation 30 can be determined. The average exit pressure of the porous pad is 
approximately 0.67 of that-of the gauge supply pressure according to Gerke137 
i. e., 
2 
p2-Pa-. (pl -P a) Equation 34 3 
Substituting, 
PI 
2 
-P2 
2 PI 
2 1- 
1. (4+4. P,, Equation 35 9 
Using standard properties of air at 20 'C, and assuming a supply pressure of 5 
bar, 
(D v 1.52E-5 
(Di 
Equation 36 
if deviation from Darcy's law due to inertia effects is to be neglected. 
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Permeability Ratio vs Open Porosity 
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Figure 48 Permeability ratio 
As can be seen from the above graph in figure 48, a large part of the data 
generated here is non-Darcian in nature (that above the line), and so for those, 
inertial terms could well be significant. It is worth noting that in general the 
finer powder size bearings tend to the non-Darcian regime. The exceptions are 
the 1 micron slip cast alumina and the 0.5 micron 50% initial density injection 
moulded samples. These are important observations as these two sets of 
bearings proved to be among the better performing bearings. It also gives the 
advantage of simplifying the design and parameter specification of these 
bearings. 
4.5 Bearing Performance 
Several aspects of bearing performance are fundamental to their operation, such 
as load carrying capacity and stiffness, and require to be measured. 
Both of these parameters were measured for a number of bearings on the rig as 
detailed in the Experimental Chapter. An example graph of the response of a 
0.5-micron alumina bearing is shown below. 
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Load vs Bearing Gap 
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Figure 49 Bearing gap as a function of load 
The first graph, Figure 49, shows the bearing response to an increasing load 
with three different bearing supply pressures. In every case it can be seen that 
the bearing gap changes rapidly with increasing load initially, but the slope of 
the line becomes less steep gradually with increasing load. 
Curve fitting to these lines showed that logarithm relationship curves 
universally gave the best approximation to the real data. These best-fit lines can 
then easily be differentiated to provide the slope at any point, and hence the 
stiffness at any bearing gap. 
Figure 50 shows an illustration of the pressure profile under the same bearing 
as shown above in figure 49. Here we see the change in gap pressure across the 
radius for four different bearing gaps, all at a supply pressure of 5-bar gauge. 
As can be seen, decreasing the bearing gap by increasing the load leads to an 
increase in gap pressure. 
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Radial Position vs Gap Pressure 
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Figure 50 Pressure distribution under well machined bearing 
This technique also proved valuable in helping to identify poorly manufactured 
bearings. A parabola approximates the ideal pressure profile under the bearing, 
similar to that seen above, while the actual data for another 0.5 micron bearing 
is illustrated below in figure 51. 
Here we see the profile is anything but smooth, and the subsequent stiffness 
tests confirmed that the bearing was indeed defective. Another good indicator 
is the load required to give a specified bearing gap. For example, the above 
good bearing required a load of 345N to reduce the gap to 2.5 microns, whilst 
for the poor one, it needed less than 75N. Further, it can be clearly seen that the 
gap pressure in the defective bearing is a fraction of the better one, which has a 
peak value closer to that predicted by Gerke137of 2/3 supply pressure. 
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Radial Position vs Bearing Gap Pressure 
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Figure 51 Pressure distribution under poorly machined bearing 
4.5.1 COMPARISON OF BEARING PERFORMANCE DATA 
The data generated from the stiffness rig testing proved suitable for a number 
of comparisons with published works. Previously notable theoretical analyses 
were undertaken by Gargulio & Gilmour 70, andMUrti 73. However, there seems 
to be a lack of experimental verification of their work in the subsequent years. 
The great number of bearings tested here provides a good opportunity to 
examine their work in the light of real experimental data. 
4.5.1.1 Load Carrying Capacity 
Both Gargulio & Gilmour and Murti papers examine the relationship between 
the load carrying capacity of porous air bearings and the bearing number. The 
bearing number is a convenient dimensionless number that characterises a 
bearing and takes into account the geometry, permeability, and bearing gap. It 
is a useful tool in examining the state of operation of a bearing at any one time, 
as well as giving guidance in the design stage. 
These authors each define the term bearing number in a slightly different way: 
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A= 
12. (D. ro' From Gargulio 70 Equation 37 
H. h 3 
A= 
12. (D. ro2 
H. h' I+ 
6. (D. H 
ýT- 
From Murti 73 Equation 38 
This difference in definition is due to the derivation by Murti which assumes 
that the pressure in the bearing gap and the gas pressure in the porous pad are 
equal, an assumption only valid where the radius of the bearing is much greater 
than the thickness, i. e., ro >> H. 
Both assume viscous, laminar flow through the bearing, where inertial terms 
are neglected. Also there is no relative motion between the surfaces of the 
bearing and the counterface, the gas is Newtonian, has constant viscosity, is 
isothermal, and obeys the equation of state: 
P=p. R. T Equation 39 
The bearing material is rigid, meaning that no deflection occurs due to the 
supply pressure and so the gap is constant, it is isotropic, has uniform 
permeability, and a constant thickness. Also, Darcy"s law governs the flow in 
the bearing material. 
In a similar manner, the load carrying capacity of a bearing may be examined in 
a non-dimensionalised way. Both sets of authors use a common format: 
ww 
WO R2 z Pa) 
Equation 40 
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This equation relates the actual load on the bearing to the theoretical maximum 
load that the bearing could support. This maximum load supposition is only 
valid assuming a perfectly flat bearing surface, small pores, a perfectly 
conformable surface upon which the bearing acts, and no radial flow through 
the periphery of the bearing. This would then allow the pressure in the bearing 
gap to rise to the supply pressure, as the bearing gap becomes increasingly 
smaller. The validity of this will be discussed subsequently. 
Figures 52 and 53 below illustrate surface roughness in the direction of grinding 
and perpendicular to the grinding direction for the better of the two bearings 
illustrated above, and figures 54 and 55 show the poorer bearing. What is 
immediately obvious is that neither of the two bearings is particularly flat, 
indeed pick up from the counterface could clearly be seen on the better bearing 
as seen in figure 56, and it is across these marks that the roughness 
measurements have been made. The scales on all of the four following graphs 
were kept the same, the gap between each horizontal line represents 24m, and 
the gap between each thick vertical line was 0.5mm. 
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Figure 52 Surface profile of well-machined bearing in the direction of grinding 
tII[IILI L 
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Figure 53 Surface profile of well-machined bearing perpendicular to grinding 
direction 
IfI 
Figure 54 Surface profile of poorly machined bearing in the direction of 
grinding 
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k 
Figure 55 Surface profile of poorly machined bearing perpendicular to grinding 
direction 
Both of these sets of data were taken with the bearing sitting clamped into the 
holder. The holder was then levelled so the shoulder of the bearing holder was 
horizontal. This was achieved by observing the trace needle as the stylus was 
passed over the surface. The holder was progressively shimmed until the error 
was removed. The out of flatness appears to be due to poor grinding, as 
grinding marks are still clearly visible on the surface, and the occurrence of 
metallic pickup on one bearing backs up this assumption. 
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Figure 56 Metallic pick-up on surface of bearing 
Comparing these two sets of roughness data, it is visually apparent that the 
better bearing is flatter than the poorer bearino, vnbios of Ra for th-e -better 
bearing are 0.74pm across the grinding direction, 0.72pm with the grinding 
[411 L Ctt-j un, - ý al ILI V. 7 [4111 VV I Ll I direction, whilst the poorer bearing has vallut: f,, ), L;! " 'ý -i 
the grinding direction as measured on a Taly-surf ! -(-). 
The same bearings were examined for form using a Form Talvsurf 120L. The I 
bearings were again examined in the grinding direction and across it. This 
produced four figures, figures 57 and 58 refer to the higher-performance 
component in the direction of grinding and perpendicular to the direction of 
4-1-%'1,4- A; A 
grinding respectively. Figures 59 and 60 show the LILCAL %Al%ýA IL"L 
P'ý 
as well in terms of measured stiffness and load carrying capacity in the 
direction of grinding and across the direction ot grinding. 
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Figure 58 Surface form of better bearing perpendicular to grinding direction. 
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Figure 60 Surface form of poorer bearing perpendicular to grinding direction 
These figures show that while neither bearing is particularly flat, the bearing 
that performed poorly is dished in one profile, and has a large lip at one edge 
perpendicular to that. This leads to large values of Rt of 24.1ýtm in the direction 
of grinding, and 35.4jim across. The scan of the better bearing shows that it is 
much flatter, 15.3ýtm in the direction of grinding. The larger value of 18.5ýtm on 
the scan showing the profile perpendicular to the grinding direction seems due 
to a single spike, otherwise it appears to be very consistent with the data 
4- scalles on -11tes r res are generated from the run at right angles. The vertical re rIgu 
Aii,, 4-ýx 
slightly misleading, as it was not possible to choose the cut off dhuc to 
software limitations, so care needs to be taken when compari-ng the four figures- C7 -- - 
It is therefore postulated that the quality of the surface finish is an important 
parameter in the performance of the bearing, as the flatter, better machined 
component performed in a superior manner to the rougher one. A rougher, less 
flat, surface gives rise to a larger volume of dead air volume beneath the 
bearing, effectively aiding the losses by making it easier for the gas to escape. 
This correlates with the pressure proffies shown earneir. 
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Taking the data generated from testing the better of the two 0.5 micron alumina 
bearings mentioned above as an example, the following graphs may be 
produced. 
Bearing Number vs Normalised Load 
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Figure 61 Normalised load as a function of bearing number 
This graph, figure 61, shows real experimental data analysed using the theories 
postulated by both Murti and Gargulio & Gilmour, compared to their predicted 
responses. 
The data shown above for Gargulio & Gilmour, labelled Predicted, 
Compressible, and Incompressible, are redrawn after carefully measuring the 
data presented in their paper 70, whilst the curve predicted by Murti is 
reproduced by interpolating the information in table 1 of his paper 7-3. The 
curves designated Experimental represent the data generated during testing in 
the present work which have been subject to the equations defined previously 
(equations 37 and 38). The remaining four curves designated Equiv and 
Optimum are discussed later. 
What is immediately noticeable is that the experimental curve as defined by the 
Gargulio & Gilmour analysis is of a very similar shape to that predicted, while 
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the Murti experimental curve is of a very different nature. Both fall below the 
predicted fine. -1his is due to the iower than precticted response to the 
*-- ---- - -'-- -I-- -1 
A ---- : hLik-LICCI'Sil[b JLkict". Accuiding to the predicted behaviour the bearing should 
approach a state where the load it is carrying equals the maximum theoretical 
load that it could possibly carry, which is determined by the gas supply 
pressure and the area of the bearing. However, for this real world situation it is 
impossible to achieve this state, for the reasons outlined on the previous pages. 
The separation in the experimental data from the analyses by Murti and 
Gargulio & Gilmour, is due to the extra term incorporated in the definition of 
bearing number by Murti. This term becomes significant as the bearing gap 
approaches zero, as the h3 term dominates. The form of the Murti Experimental 
curve is substantially different over the range of data presented when 
compared to the predicted values, and further work was undertaken to 
evaluate the form of the curve beyond the real data as shown here. 
For this imaginary bearing, the full range of data for all of the 0.5 micron 
alumina bearings, for all processing routes and conditions, were combined to 
form an ""average-" bearing. This technique produced a composite bearing that it 
was felt could evolve useful data. The reasoning behind using those bearings 
that did not perform as well as expected along with those that did was to 
attempt to generate a genuine baseline of performance that could realistically be 
achieved. 
The procedure to produce this bearing was to curve fit log curves to the 
experimental stiffness data as was shown previously (figure 49), for every 
bearing tested and calculate the average constant and exponential values from 
all these tests to produce a log response that could be considered a mean 
response. Similarly, average data were taken for thickness and permeability 
values. Arithmetically then: 
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ZY 
= 
ZA 
In (x) + 
EB Equation 41 
The resulting curves showing the response of this bearing to an increasing load 
is shown in figure 62 below 
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Figure 62 Deflection as a function of load for ""average"' bearing 
The advantage of this bearing for the purpose of analysis was to allow an 
investigation of the relationship between bearing number and normalised load 
and stiffness at a range outside of that captured in real experimental data. 
For example, it was possible to analyse the relationship of bearing number, as 
defined by Murti, with the normalised load as shown in figure 63 which shows 
the data for a5 bar supply pressure. The upper half of the average bearing 
curve was generated using data that were produced by extending the data 
range illustrated in figure 62 above into negative gap, which will be discussed 
further later. This was easily achieved mathematically, as the log curve 
representing the response of the bearing to an increasing load was allowed to 
go below the x-axis. The resulting bearing number was always positive over the 
range of interest, as the equation describing it contains a product of two h3 
terms (equation 38). 
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Normalised Load vs Bearing Number Comparison 
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Figure 63 Extended bearing response to increasing load 
This figure looks typical of a bearing analysed using the bearing number as 
defined by Murti, up to the point of negative gap (at a normalised load of 
approximately 0.41). Further than that, it can be seen that this curve follows the 
general trend of that predicted. However, whereas the theoretical line predicted 
by Murti asymptotically approaches 1 due to the way it is defined, it can be 
seen that this average bearing response is to approach a number in the region of 
1.3. One can then feed this data back through the equations to give a value of 
bearing gap at which the curve flattens out. The value so generated gives a 
negative gap of 5.3pm. This value was then added to the stiffness data of 
several bearings and their response evaluated with this equivalent gap. 
The idea of an. equivalent gap has been used previously by researchers 81,138,139 
to correct for shortcomings in the experimental data relative to the performance 
predicted by the bearing theories. The idea is to allow for phenomena such as 
slip flow and gas loss through the bearing edge in a simple manner. For 
example, the equivalent gap proposed by using a slip flow model 5was 3.8pm, 
similar to that found in the present analysis. 
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It is this equivalent gap so derived here of 5.3 microns that was then added to 
the real measured gap and the resulting bearing number recalculated and 
plotted using bearing number equations defined by both Gargulio & Gilmour 
and Murti that are designated Gargulio Equiv and Murti Equiv in figure 61 
above. 
These two new curves give a much better fit to the predicted response than the 
actual experimental data. What is interesting to note is that by curve fitting the 
equivalent gap to the predicted data, an optimum number of around 3.6 
microns appears which is very close to that predicted by Kwan5using a slip 
flow approach of 3.8 microns, and of 3 microns found by curve fitting his 
experimental data to the predicted line. 
4.5.1.2 Bearing Stiffness 
In addition to load carrying capacity, stiffness is of vital importance in air 
bearing applications. As mentioned previously, the stiffness is determined by 
the rate of change of bearing gap with change of load. As illustrated in figure 
49, log curves fitting yields an excellent approximation to the true response of 
the bearing, allowing easy differentiation of the curve, and hence the stiffness at 
any bearing gap. 
Murti 73 carried out a predictive analysis of stiffness but lacked any data to 
validate the theory. What is presented here is a comparison of the experimental 
data generated during the course of this research with that predicted by Murti. 
The data for stiffness as predicted by Murti results from the solution of a 
derivation containing integrals that cannot be conveniently expressed in closed 
form, and so a numerical integration approach was adopted utilising Simpson"s 
rule, which resulted in the following relationship: 
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K= 
k. h. (l + 6. (I). H / h') 
;T 'rO"(P., - Pa) 
Equation 42 
The stiffness testing was undertaken as outlined previously, and highlighted a 
significant problem with one aspect of the rig design. The bearing under test is 
clamped securely against a shoulder and a cap is placed at the rear of the holder 
to provide a gas seal and supply the gas to the bearing. This holder is illustrated 
in figure 64. 
Whilst this idea works perfectly well in theory, in practice it reveals a few 
shortcomings. Firstly, as the bearing is porous on every surface, the interface 
between the sealing edges and the bearing provide a useful gas path for leakage 
of supply gas around the side of the bearing. Attempts were made to eliminate, 
or at the very least, minimise this effect. 
Sealing the edge provided problems of its own. For porous graphite 
applications lacquer has been used to selectively block pores, but due to the fine 
porous network present in the ceramic bearings, the extent of penetration of 
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Figure 64 Bearing holder 
the lacquer into the bearing was of some concern. The uncertainly regarding the 
effects this would have on the effective bearing area and permeability meant 
that this idea was disregarded. Instead, initially silicone sealant was applied to 
the edge of the bearing before insertion into the holder, the idea being to fill the 
gaps between the bearing and the housing and hence produce a gas seal. This 
very thick gel would not penetrate far into the ceramic matrix, thus ensuring 
the flow properties were not effected. In practice it proved very difficult to 
insert the bearing into the holder without the sealant smearing onto the bearing 
face. 
Even if immediately wiped the silicone sealant tended to enter the pores 
slightly, reducing the effective area of the bearing. It was also found to be very 
difficult to remove this excess sealant in such a way that it no longer protruded 
beyond the bearing surface. As the measurements here typically measure to 
bearing gaps of less than 2pm, any protrusion inevitably lead to the bearing 
touching down prematurely at one point, skewing the resulting data. In 
addition it was found that is was very difficult to remove the sealant from the 
pores once it has entered. Even heating for 24 hours at SOO'C was not sufficient 
as a char remained. This naturally leads to questions as to the reproducibility of 
the results for any particular bearing thus treated. 
Another attempt was made to seal the bearing in place through the use of a gap 
filling cyanoacrylate adhesive (LoCtite part number 411) 140. This was an 
adhesive specifically developed for gap filling applications, and whose nature 
made for an excellent bonding agent of ceramic and metal. It also has the major 
advantage of being easily removed as cyanoacrylate adhesives dissolve readily 
in acetone, thus giving greater confidence in the likelihood of complete removal 
of the adhesive, and hence more chance of a reproducible experimental 
procedure. 
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This too suffered from a major disadvantage. Owing to the very fast acting 
nature of cyanoacrylate adhesives, it proved impossible to insert the bearing 
cleanly into the holder before the adhesive acted. This was due to the two 
closely fitting diameters between the bearing edge and holder and the relatively 
thin profile of the bearing. This led to bearings jamming at a slight angle during 
insertion and the adhesive gluing it firmly in place. 
Eventually this approach was abandoned due to these complications, and a 
standard procedure adopted. This was to place the bearing in the holder and 
run a tack of the cyanoacrylate adhesive around the back of the bearing, at the 
junction of the bearing and the holder, in an attempt to produce some 
semblance of a seal. In all likeliness this effect would be small as the supply gas 
was still free to leak into the gap between the bearing and the holder past this 
adhesive layer, but it was felt better to attempt to seal the bearing. 
It was also noted during some tests that some bearings inserted into the holder 
easier than others. It was decided to investigate this further, and a roundness 
profile of the inside diameter was taken with a Talyrond machine. This is seen 
in figure 65 below. 
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Figure 65 Bearing holder out of roundness 
As can be seen from this figure, the holder is slightly elliptical, each tick mark 
on the radial lines represents 2pm. In addition to this error, it was noted that 
some bearings performed considerably better than others, despite being 
produced by identical routes. The key to the reason why, appears to lie with the 
ease of fit mentioned earlier. If we are to compare two bearings which are 
nominally identical but whose performance was very different, and subject 
them to the same roundness measurement as the holder, we begin to see a 
likely reason. Figures 66 and 67 below compare the roundness of a good 
bearing (Figure 66), with one that performed poorly (Figure 67). 
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Figure 66 Roundness profile for a bearing that performed well 
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Figure 67 Roundness profile for a bearing that performed poorly 
An imaginary circle drawn around the inner and outermost peaks and troughs 
illustrates the difference in finish between the two bearings. It is clearly seen 
that the bearing that performed better has a much smaller gap between the 
diameters of the two circles, while the bearing that was poor, has a much larger 
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one. Also, the outer diameter is much closer to that of the holder than that of the 
poor one. 
What this leads to is the conclusion that unfortunately not all bearings were 
manufactured to the same standard, and it is therefore no surprise to find that 
the resulting stiffness data exhibited a substantial scatter. To graphically 
illustrate this, figure 68 below graphs all the stiffness data taken at a bearing 
gap of 2.5 microns with the bearing number calculated according to Gargulio & 
Gilmour. 
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Figure 68 Stiffness data from every stiffness test at a gap of 2.5ýim 
However, in the light of the Talyrond analysis, it can be reasonably argued that 
the measured performance of many bearings are considerably below what 
should be expected due to geometrical deficiencies. Taking this argument 
further, it can also be stated with a fair degree of certainty, that no bearing so 
made will ever be able to out perform its expected envelope, only ever 
approach it. 
With this in mind we can safely neglect the majority of the data here, and 
instead concentrate on those bearings that gave a better-measured performance. 
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If we then take only the stiffest bearings over a range of bearing numbers and 
bearing gaps from 2.5 to 10 microns, the following graphs are generated: 
Bearing Number vs Stiffness @ 2.5 Micron Gap 
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Figure 69 Best stiffness data at a gap of 2.5ýtm 
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Figure 70 Best stiffness data at a gap of 5[tm 
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Bearing Number vs Stiffness @ 7.5 Micron Gap 
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Figure 71 Best stiffness data at a gap of 7.5ýtm 
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Figure 72 Best stiffness data at a gap of 104m 
What we are left with is an envelope that describes the optimum performance 
found by experimental means. It should be remembered that this envelope 
must pass through the origin, as the definition of bearing number contains a 
permeability term. As this term tends towards zero, less gas is able to pass 
through the bearing. At its extreme where permeability is zero, i. e., the bearing 
is now solid, no gas is able to penetrate the bearing at all which means the 
bearing will not operate, and so stiffness must also be zero. This gives an 
opportunity to reverse the bearing number calculations and estimate a value of 
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permeability, which, assuming a well made bearing, should give an optimum 
stiffness for a given ciesign gap. For exampie, it we iook at thez-5 micron gap 
-1 -. 
L- -, ILACILCt, Vve see the envelope reaches a peak at around a bearing number of 200. 
Taking the geometry of the bearing as being fixed, we can calculate the 
permeability required to obtain this level of stiffness by rearranging equation 
37. Repeating the procedure of estimating the value of the peak described by an 
encompassing envelope and noting the corresponding value of bearing number 
for the remaining bearing gap graphs, the following table is generated: 
Table 17 Optimum permeabilities for varying bearing gaps 
Bearing Gap 2.5pm 5pm 7.5pm lopm 
Bearing Number 200 30 13 6 
Optimum Permeability 
, I 
4.23E-15M2 5.59E-15M2 5M2 7.43E-15M2 8.12E-15M2 
This table shows that as the bearing gap is increased for a fixed geometry, the 
bearing number decreases, and the value of permeability required to provide 
optimum stiffness increases. It appears that increasing the gap by a factor of 
four leads to an increase in the permeability by a factor of two. 
Using the tabulated data as given at the back of the paper by Mutri 
73, we can 
interpolate the following predicted values for stiffness Performance for a 
porous bearing operating at a5 bar supply pressure. 
Table 18 Optimum stiffness 
fromMUrti73 
A 0.01 1 2 9 16 25 36 
K 0.0109 0.4029 0.5566 0.4987 0.4208 0.3608 0.3111 
A 49 64 81 100 400 2500 
K 0.2725 0.2419 0.2772 0.1968 0.0978 0.0327 
Graphically, this is as shown below in figure 73. 
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Figure 73 Theoretical optimum bearing stiffness, (from 73) 
If we take the bearings that were identified above as defining the envelope for 
performance, and examine them using the definition for specific stiffness, K, as 
defined by Murti, (equation 38) for the same bearing gaps as were illustrated 
above, we obtain the following graphs: 
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Figure 74 Experimental optimum bearing stiffness at a 2.5[tm gap 
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Highest Performance Bearings @5 micron gap 
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Figure 76 Experimental optimum bearing stittness at a/. bpm gap 
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Figure 77 Experimental optimum bearing stiffness at a 10ýtm gap 
What these graphs show are the calculated values of specific stiffness as a 
function of bearing number as defined by Murti. Two obvious differences exist 
between these graphs produced using real experimental data, and the curve 
predicted by Murti; the value and position of the maximum value of K. 
Upon closer examination of the definition of K, we find that for Murti"s 
assumptions to be valid, so at its maximum value K --zzý 0.566, the component 
< 1.4 Equation 43 
This is approximate, and is arrived at by rearranging equation 38, with typical 
values taken for permeability, stiffness, gap, radius and pressure drop of 2E- 
15M2,6ON/pm, 2.5[tm, 0.02m, and 5E5N/rii2 respectively. 
From this calculation, we can see that for this to be valid, the final value of H 
must be less than 1.8mm. During the derivation of the governing equation for 
K, Murti does assume that the radius is very much greater than the thickness of 
the bearing, i. e., r ý! -> H, and 
it is therefore no real surprise that this analysis 
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does not function exactly for these real bearings. The thickness of the real 
bearings tested were all 6.5mm. This size gives a real vaiue of H 3.6 times 
greater -than the maximum allowed by the boundary conditions. 
However, this still proves a useful tool for the analysis of bearings. It shows a 
similar trend to that predicted, and a remarkably constant value of bearing 
number for maximum value of K. If we examine figures 74 and 75, the graphs 
for K as a function of bearing number for gaps of 2.5 and 5pm, we see a peak at 
around 18 for both. Unfortunately the graphs containing data for 7.5 and 1OPm 
gaps do not extend to high enough bearing numbers to confirm this, but do 
show that a maximum is likely to occur at higher values than plotted. In a 
similar manner to that adopted earlier, rearranging the definition of the bearing 
number, (equation 35), to obtain a value of permeability, we find that the value 
is found as 7.71E-15m2for the 2.5ýtm gap and 6.17E-14M2for a gap of 5gm. The 
value for the smaller gap is reasonably close to that predicted previously by 
Gargulio, but due to the closeness in the values of bearing number that the 
peaks occur at as seen in figures 70 and 71, the effect is to greatly increase the 
resulting value of permeability for the larger gap. However, this does clearly 
show an agreement with Gargulio in that as the gap increases, so does the 
optimum value of permeability. 
Another important trend clearly seen from the data is that as the bearing gap is 
increased, the value of K is decreased. This is due largely to the effect of the 
term h. For every doubling of this value, the term 
(6w. 
is reduced by an order of magnitude. 
Equation 44 
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The fact that K exceeds 1 as shown by the experimental data for the smaller 
gaps is also not necessarily problematic. As long as the limitations of the 
original derivation are accepted and understood, the relationship between the 
various geometrical parameters, permeability and stiffness still hold well. It is 
therefore still a useful analysis. Ideally, for maximum accuracy, this relationship 
should be rederived from first principles to take into account the true operating 
conditions. 
4.5-1.3 Slip Cast and Injection Moulding Comparison 
The performance of the alumina ceramic bearings did not appear to be 
significantly influenced by the processing route. It was found to be possible to 
reproduce the performance of one type with the other, by changing the 
processing conditions appropriately. Figures 78 to 80 illustrate this point with a 
comparison of a Ipm slip cast sample with a 0.5pm sample. These figures 
compare load/bearing gap, pressure distribution profiles, and normalised load 
carrying capacities respectively. 
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Figure 78 Deflection as a function of load for injection moulded and slip cast 
bearings 
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Figure 79 Pressure profiles measured for injection moulded and slip cast 
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slip cast bearings 
These graphs clearly show the similarity between two different powder size 
bearings despite being fabricated by very different methods. This is quite 
important as it shows that bearing performance can be tailored to an individual 
application irrespective of the method chosen for its fabrication. 
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4.5.1.4 Comparison with Commercially Available Porous Bearing 
It was intended that a comparison be made with a conventional pocketed air 
bearing using the same stiffness rig as was used to investigate the porous 
ceramic air bearings manufactured during the course of this research. This 
would allow a direct head to head comparison, without any ambiguity due to 
testing on different sets of equipment, or by different operators. 
To this end a bearing was designed to fit the holder that was used on the rig for 
the porous ceramic samples, and manufacture was undertaken within the 
University. However, as with many of the porous ceramic bearings it was found 
to be out with the tolerances specified, and correctional work was planned 
using the Tetraform grinding machine. Unfortunately due to the work demands 
placed on the Tetraform,, it was not possible to carry out this work within the 
timeframe of this project. An alternative comparison is therefore presented. 
An American company, New Way, currently produces porous graphite air 
bearings in a variety of different geometries. Two of these are of similar 
geometry to those produced during the course of this research, and allow a 
reasonable comparison. These are 1.5" diameter and 2" diameter bearings. 
Those produced during the current research program-me are 40mm diameter, or 
1.57". Figure 81 shows a reproduction of the information supplied regarding the 
performance of the 1.5" bearing, and figure 82 shows the response of the 2" 
bearing. 
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Figure 81 Deflection as a function of load for commercial 1.5"' diameter bearing, 
(from 141) 
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Figure 82 Deflection as a function of load for commercial 2"" diameter bearing, 
(from 141) 
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The data points were carefully measured off the graphs and are recorded in 
tabie 19. This data is then graphicahy inustrated in figure 83, with the units 
IJL---- 
-3 IL - C'T Ir -L- CA jC -1 -C) L%J ýYl. ted LL ,L -L- used as Uefore and were integral c irves ai 
obtain 51 -vaiue for stiffness. Stiffness data is shoivn in table '20 nd romparorl 
with theDreviously shown 0.5um bearing. 
Table 19 Data renroduced from New Way catalogue 
1.5"'Dia 60psi 1.5"Dia 80psi 2"Dia 60psi 2"Dia 80psi 
Lift (micro 
inches) 
Load (lbs) Load (lbs) Load (lbs) Load (lbs) 
1000 12 
goo 
800 10 7 
15 
20 
700 14 10 28 
buu -18 -13 32 
110 
, 4nn 
300 34 47 50 72 
200 42 65 63 108 
100 60 84 105 150 
50 110 150 170 
25 25 
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Load vs Bearing GaP 
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Figure 83 Re-plotted data from New Way 
Table 20 Comparison of stiffness at different bearing gaps 
Bearing ID Gap(pm) 
2.5 5 7.5 10 
0.5pm 52.2 N/pm 33.8 N/pm 21.8 N/pm 14.2 N/ pm 
bearing, 5 bar 
supply 
present work 
0.5pm Bearing 33.9 N/pm 21.5 N/pm 13.7 N/pm 8.6 N/pm 
4 bar supply 
present work 
2"' Dia 80psi 67.4 N/pm 54.2 N/ pm 36.1 N/pm 24.1 N/pm 
New Way 
bearing 
2" Dia 60psi 81.1 N/pm 51.1 N/pm 38.7 N/pm 29.4 N/pm 
New Way 
bearing 
1.5"' Dia 80psi 49.0 N/pm 34.5 N/ pm 23 N/pm 15.4 N/pm 
New Way 
I I 
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bearing 
1.5" Dia 60psi 51.9 N/ pm 36.0 N/pm 26.4 N/pm 19.4 N/pm 
New Way 
bearing 
-- - 
I--- 
Differentiating the best-fit lines and substituting in the value of the required 
gap generated the values of stiffness quoted above in table 20. It can be seen 
that the values of stiffness for the New Way bearings do not necessarily follow 
geometrical or pressure trends. Looking at the original graphs produced by 
New Way (figures 81 and 82) we see that the recorded response of the bearings 
is not a smooth curve, so it is not surprising that there is some variation in the 
calculated stiffness. 
Comparing the values we see that the 0.5pm alumina bearing best compares to 
the 1.5" porous graphite New Way bearing in terms of stiffness for a set gap. 
This is not surprising as the 1.5" diameter represents a reduction of just 9% in 
area relative to the alumina sample. The 2" bearing by comparison is a full 61 % 
larger and so performance is expected to be greater. Comparing figure 82 with 
figure 49 previously, we see that the load carried by the New Way bearings are 
greater than the alumina bearing for a given gap. As the New Way units are 
properly bonded into their holders, and precision machined to achieve a high 
degree of flatness, this is unsurprising. The alumina bearing used for 
comparison here, although possessing a reasonable level of performance, has 
been demonstrated to have geometrical imperfections (section 4.5.1.1) that will 
ultimately reduce the degree of performance available. If these were to be 
overcome, it seems a realistic assumption that on the basis of this comparison, 
the performance of the porous ceramic bearing in terms of stiffness and load 
carrying capacity would match a porous graphite bearing of similar geometry. 
It is interesting to note that from the data presented in table 20 the New Way 
bearings show no real change in stiffness with the change in supply pressure for 
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a given geometry, though the bearing gap for a given load does change, as seen 
in figure 83. Whether this is a real effect or an artefact is impossible to say. 
Given the quality of the data supplied it is perhaps prudent to be cautious 
regarding any definite conclusions regarding this comparison. 
In addition, it is always difficult to accurately compare different sets of data 
(different geometries, supply pressures, finishes, etc. ), made using different 
equipment by different operators, however similar they may appear. 
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5 Summary of Development Methodology 
The procedure used for the investigation of the bearing manufacture was 
intended as a closed loop system, with each successive and iterative 
improvement being fed back into the loop to improve subsequent bearings. 
This is illustrated through figure 84. 
Figure 84 Overview of processing methodology 
Fundamental to this system are the primary forming routes. These are shown as 
injection moulding and slip casting. The dip in slip is omitted due to the low 
number of tests undertaken and subsequent lack of optimisation. 
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With each iteration the knowledge base improves and so the final static bearing 
performance becomes more predictable. With this simple loop it was hoped to 
identify the main factors affecting the performance of the bearing. The main 
limitation to this simple model was that it assumed that the machining would 
be consistent and repeatable, and that the variation between different bearings 
could be traced to explicit differences in the process used to manufacture them. 
However, the reality served to highlight how important the machining process 
was. Nominally identical bearings could exhibit quite different levels of 
performance, the more obvious differences being in the geometry and quality of 
finish. 
If, however, we restrict ourselves to data resulting solely from experiments 
where near optimum conditions were achieved, we see that what results 
contributes to a useful method of predicting the performance of porous ceramic 
air bearings. 
For example, we have now established the optimum permeability for bearings 
of the geometry tested here for operation at a variety of bearing gaps. Along 
with this we also now understand the processing conditions for various 
alumina powder sizes necessary to achieve the desired value of permeability. 
This includes a choice of two primary forming routes and four powder sizes. In 
addition the largest powder size that can be used in a stable manner has been 
determined. The expected load carrying capacity and stiffness have also been 
established. 
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6 Conclusions 
Several important conclusions can be drawn from this research programme. 
Both injection moulding and slip casting have been demonstrated as being 
appropriate methods for reproducible manufacture. 
fo Bearing performance is independent of manufacturing route. By choosing 
the correct processing conditions it is possible to achieve a bearing which 
will posses the same stiffness, load carrying capacity, and pressure 
distribution characteristics irrespective of the method used to fabricate it. 
The use of fine powder size in the manufacture of the bearings as tested here 
(4pm or smaller) produces bearings that are stable over the entire testing 
range, with no evidence of instability. Conversely, using powders larger 
than 4pm led to instabilities and air hammer over a wide range of operating 
conditions. It is thought that this is an effect of the reduced void volume at 
the surface of the bearings. 
Using the combination of fine powder sizes and single layer geometry has 
meant that sintering temperatures are sufficiently low to use atmospheric 
furnaces. Previous work using the two layered approach identified the HIP 
as having an uneven temperature distribution within it, leading to 
difficulties in controlling the resultant level of porosity and hence 
permeability. Being able to use lower temperatures in equipment that 
possesses better temperature distribution has greatly increased the level of 
reproducibility of manufacture. 
It was demonstrated that with single layer bearings it was possible to vary 
permeability over a wide range by alteration of the processing conditions. 
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These variables were powder size, green density (in the case of injection 
moulding), and sintering temperature. 
f For a given set of production conditions, the worst case reproducibility in 
terms of measured permeability proved to be better than ±15%, with the best 
reproducibility of ±4%. 
0 It has been demonstrated that single layer porous ceramic bearings are 
suitable for use in air bearing applications and it is not necessary to resort to 
the complexity of a two-layer geometry. 
0 Single layer bearings fabricated from a variety of different powder sizes 
were demonstrated to posses sufficient mechanical strength to withstand a 
wide range of loadings. 
* The quality of finish on the bearing had a serious impact on the 
performance. The load carrying capacity and stiffness appeared to be 
strongly related to the flatness of the bearing and the fit in the holder. It 
seems that a high degree of precision in the finish is still required. 
0 
0 
The static performance of many bearings was tested and compared to 
published theories. It was found that the load carrying capacity agreed well 
with that predicted but only after a correction for surface roughness was 
allowed for. Shortcomings in the predicted stiffness were highlighted due to 
differences in geometrical parameters between the real bearing and the 
idealised that the governing equations were derived for. 
Comparing the stiffness values with con-tmercially available porous graphite 
bearings of similar geometry, the bearings produced in the course of this 
research programme were found to be of a similar performance for similar 
supply pressures. 
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7 Suggestions For Further Work 
Although the work attempted within the scope of this programme proved quite 
comprehensive, covering several different manufacturing routes through to 
testing, there were several important aspects that were not attempted or require 
improving. 
7.1 Improvements To Machining Process 
The first aspect of this programme that requires further refinement regards the 
stiffness testing. It became increasingly obvious during the course of this phase 
that the machining that the bearings had undergone to produce the specified 
geometry was not up to standard. As was noted by the Talysurf readings 
previously, and the fact that metallic pickup from the counterface was apparent 
in specific areas, lead to the conclusion that the bearing faces were not ground 
to a high level of finish. Indeed, in the case of one bearing the finish was so poor 
that when placed upon the lapped counterface it was possible to rock it back 
and forth, showing the out of flatness in a very visual way. The Talyrond traces 
contained herein attest to the fact that the cylindrical grinding was similarly 
variable. 
What is required is a repeatable machining process that eliminates the operator 
dependence on finish so far seen. For the horizontal grinding a machine such as 
the Tetraform should be employed. This machine has demonstrated that it is 
capable of producing very flat surfaces, and with little further work should be 
able to replicate this success with the porous ceramic bearings. 
The cylindrical grinding stage ideally requires a machine capable of similar 
quality of work. However, this may not be as critical as an alternative concept 
may be preferable. If every bearing was bonded in place in the holder using a 
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good quality epoxy, as is done with commercially available porous bearings, 
the degree of fit between the holder and the edge of the bearing no longer 
becomes so exacting. Of course, a good fit is still paramount, but it may be that 
the variability so far witnessed may be acceptable due to the gap filling 
properties of the epoxy. 
Unfortunately, it was not possible to implement these ideas during the course 
of this research. The Tetraform was only just becoming understood as this 
project came to an end, and a machine capable of similar finishes at a partner 
company was unavailable for the duration of the programme. An illustration of 
the potential improvement is shown below. Figure 85 shows a Talysurf trace 
over a typical 0.5ýtm 55% green density injection moulded bearing as ground 
using the standard horizontal grinder using the condition mentioned 
previously in sec 
tion 3.5.2. The same bearing is again illustrated in figure 86 after being ground 
on the Tetraform. 
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Figure 85 Talysurf measurement across conventionally ground bearing surface 
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figure 86 Talysurf measurement of Tetraform ground surface 
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What is immediately obvious is that the trace in figure 86 no longer shows 
peaks and troughs, only the troughs remain. As a result the Ra reduces from 1.2 
in figure 84 to 0.3 in figure 86. Both of the traces were taken under the same 
conditions, each horizontal line represents a lpm gap, and the distance between 
the thicker red vertical lines is 0.5mm. 
7.2 Improvements To Stiffness Test Procedure 
Due to the high number of bearings tested it was decided to reuse the same 
bearing holder for each test. V\Thilst this removed any variability regarding the 
effect of using different holders, it led to the compromised situation of 
attempting to seal each bearing into place in a reversible manner. As pointed 
out in the text, a poor fit between the holder and the bearing has a highly 
negative affect on the bearing performance. Pressurised gas will preferentially 
follow the path of least resistance to atmosphere; and in this case the relatively 
large gap between the bearing and the holder provides an ideal route. 
In retrospect it is apparent that each bearing should have been permanently 
bonded into its own precision made holder before testing. Final machining 
should then have taken place on the bearing surface. However, given the 
variability of workmanship so far noted, this is at best wishful. 
7.3 Pore Size Distribution Measurement 
It would have been useful to be able investigate any dependence of pore size 
distribution against the different manufacturing routes. However, as shown 
previously, it was not possible to test this in a non-destructive manner with the 
current equipment due to the very high pressures involved. With regard to this 
problem it would be advantageous to have the use of a mercury porisimiter or 
helium pikanometer. Depending on the geometry of the pikanometer it may be 
possible to reuse the bearing after testing as it may be of a size that would allow 
the bearing to be tested whole. Failing this, additional sacrificial samples should 
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be made for pore size distribution testing. Given the level of reproducibility 
available from the manufacturing routes, this resulting data could then be used 
for the remaining batch samples with a high degree of confidence. 
7.4 Dynamic Performance Testing 
The dynamic performance of the bearings was not addressed. As any bearing 
operating under real conditions will be subject to various dynamic loads, this is 
an important consideration. Necessary modifications to the current equipment 
have been outlined previously in previous work at Cranfield University 5. 
7.5 Improvements To Current Manufacturing Routes 
Injection moulding improvements must involve a change in binder system. The 
presently used debinding system, although successful, requires the use of an 
organic solvent in order to remove the wax from the green body. This 
inherently contains potential health risks, and requires the use of specialised 
equipment for safe handling, such as fume cupboards, and generates a problem 
with disposal of waste. All this adds cost (as well as time) to the process, so the 
investigation into other binder systems which overcome these shortfalls must 
be a priority if the process it to meet with commercial success. 
Further work is required to optimise the mould design of the bearings. Recent 
work has underlined the potential of computer based modelling in the mould 
design process 105, and this seems a perfect opportunity for its exploitation. 
Other moulding parameters such as heating of the mould cavity, length of 
sprue, etc., should also be investigated. 
The slip casting route would benefit from an investigation into the rheology of 
the slip. This would allow a more quantitative approach to the optimisation of 
the slip make up for each powder size, rather than the more empirical approach 
adopted out of necessity here. 
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It would be of interest to continue the experimental work into the DIS bearings, 
as the present investigation has only really served to highlight the potential of a 
simple two-layer technique. This process could be further adapted to use a 
powder with a lower sintering temperature as the main body structure instead 
of the relatively large 23pm powder used so far. This would reduce costs and 
help make it a more feasible concept. 
7.6 Other Manufacturing Routes 
Despite the success of the methods investigated here, it would be foolish to 
consider that an optimum process had been developed. There still exist a 
number of other ceramic processing techniques that promise reproducible 
manufacture. Chief among these are the use of starch and proteins. These have 
been shown to be suitable for the suspension of alumina powder and 
consolidate upon the application of heat to form a green with sufficient 
mechanical strength to be handled142. 
Two other methods that show considerable potential for the fabrication of 
porous ceramic parts are direct coagulation casting (DCC) and hydrolysis 
assisted solidification (HAS). Unlike using starch or protein where the 
suspension is consolidated through the application of heat, DCC and HAS 
require an enzyme catalysed reaction to shift the pH of the suspension towards 
the isoelectric point of the ceramic. This causes coagulation to occur, and again 
a green body is formed]43,144. 
The great advantage of these routes is that they represent a simple approach to 
the forming process in which a great variety of different geometries may be 
fabricated. In addition they are remarkably environmentally friendly processes. 
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Appendix A Derivation of the Equivalent Permeability 
Coefficient from Forchheimer's Equation 
Forchheimer's equation for compressible flow has been stated as: 
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Appendix B Injection Moulding Conditions 
Dassett 30-tonne co-injection moulding m2chine: moulding conditions 
1 Barrel I Mould: i cw-t boýcRun no.: DA Date: 2 ci I S/ Ct 7 
Material: 5ý:, 5 7ý Ajwfmg C-no.: c6 Afg nC)--qCf/ 
CFIkN: 3oo COS/Mm: (30 SMP MM: S- (Z- 
MPP bar: o CTIs: 35 COT s: 1 -. 5 TOL+ / IIC: 
FZ B IIC: "CP MZ B PC: RZ B QC: 0 Fj-- TOL- / QC: SB: on L4 Autopurge: off JUS / %: SBD/s: ? _. I) Mould / IIC: P4 0 66CQL-,? - CIO L eAZ C 
Specimen Z6 
nos.: 
FZ A/ IC 
MZA/QC 
RZ A/ OC ('L o 
NZ / IIC 16 
SS / mm 6L 
IHT/s to 
IHP / bar 2-00 
EFI / mm 0 
TP / mm to 
TPr / bar 
ILT/s IL 0 
SS / rpm 
SD / mm (I Z- 
PP A Z5 bar 5r 
PP A Z4 bar 
PP A Z3 bar 
PP A Z2 bar 
PP A Z1 /bar Jr 
SPAZ5/% -70 
SPAZ4/% 9-0 
SPAZ3/% -4-0 
SPAZ2/% 7-v 
SPAZI/% Z7-, o 
Remarks: t-ýý-SSuAC, S7Z ýýQC- S-eýIýev5 
fAl Tb 0 U&Iý CAf 4; . 
SF(R. ý. kj C-Cý - r, 04 trt)tjfjý j. Ajj ATC-r Hej C& 
Data saved: 
ýWl 
n Set no.: 
jra/cinmo02. doc/20/5/96 
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Appendix C Permeability Rig Operation Instructions 
ct WlndrlPic 
x hora ýw Ir 
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L re vreýý,. rE 
Permeability rig user interface 
This brief user guide assumes the operator has a working knowledge of 
Windows and LabView. 
. 
. 
. 
S 
Launch LabView. 
Select Open from the File menu 
Navigate to LabView/User. lib/ and open manual. vi 
The above screen should open. This is the main screen and allows full 
control of the rig. In addition it gives the user a graphical illustration of the 
various parameters at any time. The areas highlighted with large numbers in 
the graphic are explained below: 
1. This is the pressure in the supply tube upstream of the porous sample in 
bar. An instantaneous value of pressure is given in the small box to the right 
of the graph. 
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2. This shows the pressure drop measured across the porous sample in bar. 
Also shown are an instantaneous value, the average of 1000 data points, and 
the standard deviation of those 1000 data points. The use of the standard 
deviation is as a measure of the stability of the data. As this is one of the 
recorded data sets it is important that it is steady state. A high value of 
standard deviation shows that the data is not stable, whilst a low value 
indicated that the rig has reached steady state conditions. 
3. This is the gauge pressure of the exit inner tube before the flow meter, in 
mbar. This is used to correct the pressure at which the flow rate is measured, 
if required. 
4. This screen shows the pressure difference between the inner and outer tubes 
downstream of the sample, in mbar. This shows how well balanced the 
flows in the concentric tubes are, and ideally should be zero. A positive 
pressure shows that the outer tube is at a higher pressure, while a negative 
pressure shows that the inner tube is at the higher pressure. This is adjusted 
by using the manual valve at the top of the rig. 
5. This shows the flow rate in I/minute. The flowmeter is user selectable (see 
11) and the display shows the corrected flow for the selected meter. Also 
given are the instantaneous, average, and standard deviation in a manner 
similar to 2. 
6. This is the supply line pressure supplied to the rig before the electro- 
pneumatic regulator used to control the flow in the rig. This has two 
functions. Firstly it confirms the presence of the supply air, and secondly 
shows how steady the supply pressure is. It was found that while other 
machines used the supply the pressure varied considerably. During 
permeability testing it is important to be able to balance the pressure 
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between the inner and outer tubes to as be as close as possible. In a good test 
this is possible to within ±0.003mbar. If this proves difficult it is usually due 
to a variation in supply pressure which can be qualified through the use of 
this graph. It is reconunended that all testing be done under ""quiet" 
conditions, i. e., with no other air users operating. 
7. This is the control for the electro-pneumatic regulator. The output is shown 
in volts, and sets the pressure in the lower section of the rig before the 
porous test piece. The pressure in this section is given by dividing the 
output voltage by two, e. g. for an output of 2.5V, the resulting pressure is 
1.25 bar. 
WARNING! DO NOT attempt to enter a value manually in the control box 
to rapidly increase the pressure. ONLY EVER RAMP THE PRESSURE UP 
USING THE SCROLL BAR. Failure to observe this may cause damage to the 
rig and be potentially dangerous. Values may ONLY be entered to decrease 
the pressure. 
8. The control to operate the software. The user must first press this button (it 
will turn from red to green to indicate that it is ready to start), then the main 
run button (top left-hand corner). 
9. This shows the atmospheric pressure recorded to correct the flowmeter 
readings (not currently functional). 
10. These are the upstream and downstream gas temperatures taken just before 
and just after the porous sample. These are used to correct the conditions at 
which the readings are taken at. 
11. This ring control selects the flowmeter to be used during the test. 
Continuously pressing up or down will bring the user back to the same 
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selection. It is necessary to set the correct flowmeter BEFORE button 8 is 
pressed. 
12. This button initiates the save sequence. Upon pressing this a pop-up screen 
will appear allowing the user to select the number of data points to be 
averaged from each channel (the default is 100). This screen also contains an 
option to return to the main screen without saving, and a further button to 
continue the save process. If this is pressed the save as screen appears. This 
allows a filename to be specified, as well as a directory. The file format is 
comma-delimited text, as can be read by a spreadsheet. Once saved the user 
is returned to the first pop-up screen, and can return to the main screen by 
pressing the return to the main screen button. If cancel is pressed on the 
save as screen, LabView generates an error, and the user is prompted to 
abort or continue. Pressing continue returns the user to the initial pop-up 
screen. Aborting stops the programme in its present state, and is NOT 
recommended. The programme will stop running with high pressure still 
present in the lower half of the rig. If this is pressed, set the output voltage 
to zero (section 7), and restart the programme. This will then close the valve 
and dump the air to atmosphere. 
All testing should then carried out with due regard to BS5600, Part 3. 
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Appendix D Stiffness Test Rig Operation Instructions 
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Stiffness rig user interface 
This brief user guide assumes the operator has a working knowledge of 
Windows and LabView. 
* Launch LabView. 
Select Open from the File menu 
Navigate to LabView/User. lib/ and open stiffrig. vi 
* The above screen should open. This is the main screen and allows full 
control of the rig. In addition it gives the user a graphical illustration of the 
various parameters at any time. The areas highlighted with large numbers in 
the graphic are explained below: 
1. This section gives the overall summary of the status of the test. The first box 
contains the position input, and the average bearing gap (calculated from 
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the average of the four reading given in 3). The position is entered manually, 
either through the scroll bars or by typing the number directly into the box. 
This position is used to keep track of the position of the bearing during 
pressure profile tests, and is read from the micrometer adjustment that is 
used to move the bearing. 
The next box records the bearing supply pressure in bar. This is the pressure 
that feeds to the back of the bearing though the holder and is the mean of 
100 data points. A value of the standard deviation is also quoted, allowing 
an assessment of the stability of the data to be made. 
The bearing gap pressure and the standard deviation is shown in the next 
box. This is the pressure at a point under the bearing being tested. As the 
bearing is moved over the reference plate this value changes. This value, 
along with the position allows a map of the pressure profile under the 
bearing to be constructed. 
The load on the bearing is calculated from the geometry of the load cylinder, 
the dead weight of the piston, and the pressure inside the cylinder. Also 
shown is the standard deviation. 
The final box is redundant. 
2. This section contains the control button to start the software. This button, 
when pressed, turns from red to green to indicate that the programme is 
ready. It is then started by pressing the run button on the main window (top 
left). 
The press to save button launches a pop-up window that allows the user to 
input a filename and select a directory. 
3. The final section contains the data for each of the four position sensors. Each 
displays the gap reading and the standard deviation from the individual 
sensor. Also included is a touchdown-warning lamp. This turns red 
automatically once the reading falls below 1gm to warn the user. 
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Appendix E Bubble Test Instructions 
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Bubble test rig user interface 
This brief user guide assumes the operator has a working knowledge of 
Windows and LabView. 
o Launch LabView. 
" Select Open from the File menu 
" Navigate to LabView/User. lib/ and open bubble2. vi 
" The above screen should open. This is the main screen and allows full 
control of the rig. In addition it gives the user a graphical illustration of the 
various parameters at any time. The areas highlighted with large numbers in 
the graphic are explained below: 
1. This rotary control sets the ramp rate at which the pressure is increased or 
decreased. It can be input by dragging the control around to the desired 
value, by using the scroll arrows, or by directly inputting the desired value. 
2. The course base pressure adjustment allows the user to quickly arrive at the 
start pressure for the test. It ramps much more quickly than the control 
described in 1, and is intended for macro pressure adjustments only. 
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3. The run button starts the programme. Once it is pressed the main run button 
is pressed (top left), and the experiment started. The pause ramp button 
allows the temporary cessation of the increase (or decrease) in pressure. 
Once pressed the pressure is held until it is pressed again and the ramp 
continues at the pre-set rate. This is to allow time for visual inspection of the 
sample during testing under steady state conditions. 
4. The final window gives a graphical illustration of the pressure drop across 
the porous test piece, and also includes the standard deviation. 
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Appendix F Flowmeter Calibration Curves 
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Appendix G Drawings 
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Appendix H Summary of Previous Work 
As this research follows closely from work undertaken previously at 
Cranfield University a brief overview of the programme is included below. 
Several single layer and one two layer porous ceramic structures for aerostatic 
bearing applications were investigated using a capsule free hot isostatic 
pressing process, and in conjunction with slip and tape castings. The influence 
of various process parameters on open porosity, and the empirical 
relationships between porosity, particle size and the resulting fluid flow and 
structural properties were determined from experimental data over a range of 
powder sizes from 7 to 400ýtm. The measurement and uniformity of 
temperature within the furnace are identified as the most important factors 
affecting consistence and the predictability of the permeability of the porous 
substrate. 
Prototype bearings were produced and tested, based on the above materials. 
The single-layer bearing fabricated from 7[tm alumina powder was found to 
unstable over a wide operating range. This bearing was formed by 
vibrationally packing a mould and HIPed. 
The use of a two-layer bearing eliminated the stability problem. This two 
layer bearing consisted of a 23ýtm. alumina substrate which provided the bulk 
of the mechanical properties. This was fabricated by HIPing a vibrationally 
formed green component, and then ground to final size. The second layer 
consisted of a fine pressure restricting layer made from 0.5ýtm alumina 
powder consolidated by slip casting and sintering, also ground to size. These 
two layers were bonded together by hot pressing a tape cast strip of 0.5pm 
alumina between them before final grinding to the required geometry. 
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Slip flow measurements of the porous material in air and at small gaps 
indicated significant deviation from Beavers theory. The effect of velocity slip 
was found to be most significant in both test bearings, and was allowed for by 
the addition of an equivalent clearance to the bearing gap. The value of the 
equivalent clearance was deducted from the experimental data. The static 
load characteristics and the pressure profile of both test bearings agreed well 
with published theories, once the above-mentioned correction for slip was 
applied. 
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